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PREFACE
This is the final report of ERTS- l project entitled, "Recognition of the
Geologic Framework of Porphyry Copper Deposits on ERTS-1 Ir^3agery,"
PR-510, Contract NASA-21769. It consists of a brief summary which
states the positive results pertinent to porphyry copper exploration
followed by 10 appendices which consist of the results on six test areas.
Each cf the 10 appendices m,ay be treated. as separate reports.
.,^ '^'	 _.	 '	 1 ^' . j
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PREFACE
t
This is thG £final report of ERTS - 1 project entitled, ' r Recagnition of the
Geologic Framework o £ Porphyry Copper Deposits on ERTS-1 Imagery, 1°
PR-51a, Gontract NASA--217b9. Only the positive results pertinent to
porphyry copper exploration are summarized here, and the reader is di-
rected to the underlying technicai, reports in the Appendix For rr^ore detail.
The objective o£ this investigation was to examine the general hypothesis:
Mineral deposits of the copper ' rnolybdenum porphyry type
occur in a characteristic gerlogic setting which is recogniz-
able in the surface data prest^ntt d on space acquired iz-n.agery.
The general conclusion o£ this investigation is that the hypr^;-hesis stated above
is not correct, but the synoptic viewpoint of the imagery is useful in:
1) extrapolation a£ favorabT. e known anixieral provinces,
2) detection o£ intrusions in structurally simple environments,
However, the irz^agery must be integrated in a rnul?:idisciplinary exploration
program to ac^-.ieve that usefulness,
^	 ^..,
RESEARCH ON RECOGNITION OF THE GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK
'	 OF PORPHYRY COPPER DEPOSITS ON ERTS--1 IMAGERY
PR-510, CONTRACT NASA--21769
INTRODUCTION
In 1971, Kennecatt proposed an experirzaent using ERTS-1 imagery and ground
data to make tectonic and geologic reaps of six regions of known porphyry
copper/molybdenum mineralization. These six regions exhibit a wide range
in climate, geography, topography, latitude, pastrnineral cover, and age of
mineralization (Table 1). The experiment included a proposal to define how
each of the above variables affected the interpretability of the ERTS irr3agery.
In addition, a closely related technical, objective was to establish a correlation
between surface (ERTS) data and subsurface data {e • g. , magnetics and gravity)
in the porphyry environxr^ent.
Owing to econorraic constrai. ts, a greatly reduced effort was proposed and
approved in 1972. Irriagery of the si.x test areas (Table 1) was ^xam.ined by
Earth Satellite Corpoxatiarn, ^'ho produced maps based on their naive {not
aided by published information) interpretation of the izn.agery, Their maps show
linear features, circular featu,rea, drainage pattern, fold axes, intrusive centers,
	
" _	 volcanic canters, tectonic Fnap units, and, in same cases, lithalogic units.
The usefulness of the ERTS imagery in these six reports was assessed by
comparing their naive interpretation to published and compiled ground truth
data {1--b)^`,
The imagery of the Ok Tedi and Ray test areas vvas also studied in detail by
Kennecott^s exploration and research staff. In. the Ray Test Site (7), three
things were examined:
1) The usefulness of the imagery to practicing exploration
geologists,
2) The usefulness of the imagery in detecting mineral-related
structures,
`^
3) The relationship of s>ructural interpretation of the izx^agery
to structural interpretations of aerorriagnetic maps.
.
	
	 The two reports on the Ok Tedi, PNG test area analyze the tectonic frazxxe-	 ^
work of the poxphyry copper deposits {8) and the possible usefulness of band-
reflectance ratio reaps i.za porphyry copper prospecting in T3ew Guinea {9).
A report was also prepared oz^ the usefulness of the U-2 imagery iIl porphyry
	
^F ,y^	 copper prospecting in the Ray, A1 •izoxxa test area (lo}, 	 _
-Numbers refer to underlying technical reports liGted in. Table 2 and attached
as appendices I to X.
Ket^ssec®tt ,	 Exp!oratio^ SerYlces	 2300 Wet 17pp South, ^li^ Gp ke Gry Utah 84104	 Phone 801 486 59 I
	 TWX 9 ^ 925 5624t	 ....,	 ..	 .:	 ,,,,
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RESULTS
General
The investigators found many new linear and circular features not previously
shown an published reaps, These new features prorr^pted. novel tectonic classi-
fication and ana^.ysis especially in the Ray and Ely areas. Tectonic analyses
of the Ok Tedi, Tanacross, anal Silverton areas follow conventional inter-
pretatiox^.s,
Circular features are mapped in. many cases and are: interpreted as exposed or
covered intrusive centers. Allan, et al, (7) disputes this in the Ray area
and feels the circular features in rszost cases represent the weathering pattern
of equidimensional mountain blocks. The small circular features reported in
the Ok Tedi test area (6 aa-zd 8) are valid and useful correlations with Tertiary
intrusion and volcanism in this remote part of New Guinea. Some of the circular
features found in Ray, Ely, an,d Silverton test areas are certainly related to
caldera collapse structures of Middle Tertiary age, They are younger than
the events which produced the porphyry copper deposits in western North
An^.erica.
Several major fau^.ts of regional dimensioz7s, such as the Denali fault in Alaska
and the Colorado ivl^.,^.eral Belt structures in Colorado are detected in the imagery.
Maza,y more faults an,d s egional structures are found in the imagery than exact
on present maps. However, the validity and importance of these Iinears remain
unknown because of the prohibitive field expense of investigating the significance
and validity of a particular linear.
lnterpretation Methods
Most of the interpretation was performed on transparent overlays of black and
white mosaics of Channel 7, 6, or 5bulk-processed ERTS imagery at a scale
of 1:1, 000, 000. Color composites of Channels 4, 5, arzd Z at a scale of
I:500, 000 were also used. The exploration geologists (7) were mare at home
with the color composite at a scale of 1:250, 000. Chaxa,nel 6 imagery was
rx^ost useful in the Ray, Arizona and Papua -Neva Guinea test areas and
Channel 5 was used on Ely. Seasonal changes were useful in the Silverton and
Tanacross test areas. The 12 --5 viewer was used to good advantage in the
Mt, Perry, Queensland and Ok Tedi, PNG test areas and may warrant broader
application.
The detail needed to solve the practical exploration problem is better illustrated
on 1;250, 000 imagery than on l:l, 000, 000, A general ^:onclusian is that the
irx^,agery is not useful by itself for rriineral exploration. Other data must be
combined with imagery in order to remove the tirxxe ambiguity present in all
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photointerpretation. Data from other sources generally become quite mean-
ingless to mineral exploration when synthesized at scales smaller than
1:250, 000. Therefore, it is important to enlarge the imagery to 1;250, 000
so that it may be viewed at the same scale as the supporting data,
The enlargements of the bulk--processed imagery are quite coarse, Thexe^
£ore, an improvem.ex;!t would be to use precision-processed imagery at a
scale of 1:250, 000 in future z'ninexal-related studies,
U-2 underflight infrared photography was used as an. aid in interpreting ERTS-1
irx^.agery in the Fray test area {10) and. was found to be a useful tool in recon-
paissance exploration, A geologic interpretation from one irr^age is compared
to previous mapping and the appearance of formational rock units is described.
Value of ERTS Ima^er^to Porphyry Copper Exploration
The general conclusion reached here is that ERTS imagery by itself is not of
great value to porphyry copper exploratio p programs. Equivalent f-ands could
be used far more profitably to produce regional data bass, such as regional
aeromagnetic reaps with far more value to mineral exploration programs.
However, ^^E.^en used in context of a multidisciplinary exploration program,
the ERTS imagery can be of value in the following ways;
I) Synoptic view poi:at.
2) Extrapolation of favorable known mineral provinces or Down
rx^ineral related structures.
3) De g action of intrusions in structurally simple envirozzmQnts,
4) Drainage xnsps iz}. remote, poorly mapped regions.
Exploration data cozrspilation is a routine activity which precedes and accompanies
sxzost reconnaissance exploration, programs, The l.^.nds of data that are compiled
are lithologic information, structural inforzxlation, mining data, prospect data,
geochexnical data, aeromagnetic data and other geological, geophysical, and
geochern.ical information. Most exploration groups routinely update these
cornpilatiox^.s as their ltnawledge increases about a given. region. There is,
however, a great disparity between the scale at which these data are collected
and the scale at which they are compiled. Thus, a given compilation r pay captain
scraps of iz^orrnation from quite unrelated sources, at many scales, and with
a wide range of accuracy. The value of ERTS imagery to these compilations
is that it may provide a coherent framework within which to evaluate and interpret
seemingly unrelated scraps of data and to unify data compiled from rriany sources
at zcluch larger scales, In addition, the scale of the ERT5 i.,-^agery forces
the receptive mineral exploration geologist to review his data base and his
exploration concepts from a different point of view. This review may produce
the seeds of an idea which mill ultimately lead to significapt discovery, although
the connection between tiaat discovery, years hez^.ce, and the synoptic review of
ERTS imagery, years before, will undoubtedly be lost.
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The reseaxch on. the ak Tedi test area shows that a known. favorable explara-
tion environrx^ent can be extrapolated to uzichart^.d regions by use of the ERTS
imagery (6 and 8). The e.^arnination of the Silverton test area shows that the
structures which form the Colorado Mineral Belt are recognizable in the
imagery (4). Such structures are common in nnany mineral provinces and a
mechanism. to extrapolate such a structure into previously unrecognized areas
would, o£ c:ou.rse, be valuable to mineral reconnaissance.
The work an. the Gk Tedi test area shows that igneous intrv.sions, some of
which are demonstratably mix^.eral related, can be detected in this poorly
mapped area if the region is structurally simple. In this case, a portion of
the region is composed of flat-lying clastic and calcareous sedirrients which
are gently folded and punctuated by igneous intrusions, some of which are
xx^ineral related,
All forms of mineral exploration. depend on accurate location data, anal if that
is lacl.^n.g, then accurate xx^aps must be constructed either from photography,
or radar imagery. In some paxts of the world, maps are so poor that detailed
knowledge of the drainage pattern is lacking, The ERTS imagery can remedy
this need in sozxxe cases. In the case of New Guinea, many thousands of dollars
were used to construct such a dxainage map with radar imagery, This same
job could have been accomplished with the ERTS imagery (6} had it been available.
In addition to the sevEra3. things that ERTS imagery can do fnr the mineral
exploration geologist, there axe several things that it cannot do, Deposit
detection seems very unlikely with the ERTS imagery. No Characteristic sig-
nature was observed over many known prospects and undeveloped porphyry
copper deposits on the bulk--processed imagery.
The imagery seems particularly useless to mineral exploration in areas of
abundant postxrd.neral, cavex such as the Basin and Range physiogxaphic province
of wester.°n North Ameraca. Here, more than 80°jQ of the surface materials are
coaxsposed of thick gravel, volcaxzics, lake deposits, ar other rocks which are
^0 to 100 ma.11ion years youx^.ger than the porphyry capper deposits. These
younger rocks Cannot be easily separated from the older mineral deposit
bearing rocks an the imagery,. Further in the Sasin and Range province,
many authors and investigators feel that the struc^xral f^ars^.ewark which existed
at the time of porphyry capper emplacement (55 -65 xn. y. bp) was grossly
different and perhaps at tight angles to the structural framework which existed
during the formation of the current Basin anal Range physiographic province.
This structural overprint greatly obfuscates the underlying mineral-related
structures. This problem affects structural and tectonic studies in general
and is not specific to ERTS irn.agery.
..^_
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TABLE 1. LOCATION OF TEST SzTE5
• .Age a£ Age of Annual Ax^ual
^,	 Site Location o Minexal- Temp. Rainfall
No. Central Points ization Relief Range (°F) (Inches]
l Silverton, Colorado 30, 60 my. High -20 °- +80° 40
3$°00'N
107°30'W
2 Ray, Arizona 60 my. Moderate +40 °- -^ 120 ° g
32 °45' N,
111°30'W
3 Ely, NevadG 35, 120 Low- 0°- +100° I4
39 ° 15' N xr^.y. Moderate
115°00'W
4 Tanacro s s, Alaska 60 rxa.y. ? Moderate - 50 ° - +60 ° 10
63 °00'N
142°00'W
L
5 Ok Tedi, Papua _ 5 my. High +60 ° - + 85 ° 120- 500
New Guinea
a6 °o0's
I .	 .^
141°15'E
6 Mt. Perry, Queensland 220 my. I•c-r^ +50°- +70° 30-80
24°30tS
151 °30E
VEGETATION	 ^'
1	 Spruce-£ir forest, sub-Alpine opei^z woodland, Alpine meadow sagebrush,
pine mountain forest anal pine-juniper scrub.
Z	 Short grass Savanna, thinxaed pine and pine-junipex forest and creosote
'	 desert.	 ^
3	 Sagebrush desert, thinxl.ed-pine and pine-juniper forest.
'	 .r
_	 4	 Mountain tundra, Piedmont spruce, high mountain spruce and sub-Alpine
open woodland..
5	 Tropical rain forest.
6	 Savanna and temperate eucalyptus Forest.
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TABLE 2
TECHNICAL REPORTS ON ERTS- I PRU,fECT -- NASA X1769
I} Haenggi, W. T. , and Erskine, M. C. , 1974, Tectonic interpretation of
ERTS-1 irx^.agery of th:^ Ray, Arizona test site: Earth Satellite
Corp. rapt.
2) Haenggi, W. T. , and Erskine, M. C. , 1974, Tectonic interpretation of
ERTS- I imagery of the Ely, Nevada test site: Earth Satellite
Corp. rapt.
3) Lyon, R. J'. P. , and Haenggi, W. T. , 1974, Geologic interpretation of
ERTS'-1 imagery of the Mt. Perry, Queensland test site: Earth
Satellite Corp. rapt.
4) Prindle, ZZ. O., and Erskine, M. C., 1974, Tectonic interpretation of
ERTS- l ixxzagery of the Silverton, Colorado test site; Earth
Satellite Corp. re^^t.
5} Pxandle, R. O. , Haenggi, W. T.., and Erskine, M. C. , 1974, Linear
map and geologic interpretation of ERTS-- 1 ix^.agery in the Tana-
cross, Alaska test site: Earth Satellite: Corp. rapt.
6} Prindle, R. O, , Lyon, R. J. P. , Haenggi, W. T. , and Erskine, M. C. ,
1974, Tectonic interpretation of ERTS-1 inrxagery of the Ok Tedi,
Papua New Guinea test site: Earth Satellite Corp. repf.
7) Allan, ,7. W. , Andrews, R. K, , Ross, H. P. , and Wilson, ,T. C. , 1974,
Recognition of the geologic framework of porphyry copper deposits
on ERTS-1 imagery, Ray Test Site, Arizona: Kennecott Explora-
tion, lnc. rapt.
S) Bamford, R. W. , 7.974, Interpretation and evaluation of ERTS imagery
from the Ok Tedi area, Central New Guinea: Kennecott Exploration,
.Inc. repf.
9) Bamford, R. W. , 1974, Band reflectance ratio maps from ERTS- I data
aver two copper prospects in New Guinea; Kennecatt Exploration,
Inc. repf.
IO) Barrett, L. F. , 1974, Interpretation of one frame of U-2 infrared
imagery in Gila County, Arizona: Kennecott Exploration, Inc.
rapt.
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	 ERTS imagery has i is greatest application i n the study of
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tectonism.	 The synoptic view afforded by ERTS enables
exploration geologists to have a "big picture" available for
reference while working on local problems or studying regional
tectonics.	 A porphyry copper model is discussed that is based
upon Si7litoe's model, plate tectonic theories and tectonic units
observed on ERTS.	 This model	 incorporates (l} collision between
the Farallon and American Plates, and (2) development of a "shear
subduction" zone along the present "balker Lane" with generation of
porphyry copper deposits as the Farallon plate was consumed.
On the ERTS mosaic it is evident that the tfallcer Lane can
be extended into Arizona and extrapolated iota the "Texas lineament
zone" and both have a genetic relationship with the San Andreas fault.
Large (60l:m} and medium (30 km) circular features observed on
ERTS are associated with Laramide igneous intrusions. 	 Smaller
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associated with known porphyries.
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PREFACE
This report is one of six similar reports which describe research
results accomplished by Earth Satellite Corporation under ERTS-1
project entitled, "Recognition of the geologic framework of porphyry
copper deposits on ERTS-1 imagery," PR 510 contract NA55-21769.
A list of these six reports follows:
Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic interpre-
tation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Ray, Arizona test site:
Garth Satellite Corp. rept.
Haenggi, 4J. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic interpre-
tation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Ely, ^fevada test site:
Earth Satellite Corp, rept.
Lyon, R.J.P, and Haenggi, W. T., 1974, Geologic interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of the Mt. Perry, Queensland test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
Prindle, R. 0., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic Interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of the Silverton, Colorado test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
Prindle, R. 0., Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974,
Linear map and geologic interpretation of ERTS-1 imagery
^	 in the Tanacross, Alaska test site: Earth Satellite Corp.
rept.
Prindle, R. 0., Lyon, R.J.P., Haenggi, 4J. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr.,
1974, Tectonic interpretation of ERT5--1 imagery of the Oi:
Tedi, Papua New Guinea test site: Earth Satellite Corp.
re pt.
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INTRODUCTION
A mosaic of 19 ERTS black--and-white frames, covering approximately
400,000 sq^.tare kilometers, at a scale of 1.1,000,000 was used to construct
the ERTS Tectonic ►dap (P]ate I). Two color composite prints, made from
bands 4, 5, and 7 at a scale of 1:500,000 were used far supplementary
interpretation and for studies of alteration zones associated with
porphyry capper deposits. Imagery used in the mosaic is from band 6, but
several images from band 7 were used for local interpretation where print
quality is superior to that of band 6 imagery. Table 1 lists ERTS imagery
used in this study and Figure 7 shows the area.
The tectonic interpretation was done an transparent overlays to the
ERTS mosaic. Geodetic control is from World Aeronautical Gharts Olr^
G--19 and FE--22 (1:1,000,000; Lambert Conformable Gonic Projection). During
our study, it became apparent that accurate location (less than 2 kilometer
error) of geological features noted on ERTS imagery ^vith respect 'co
published maps can be troublesome. This is principally due to differences
between map projections and the ERTS Universal Transverse Me,^cator (UTh^)
projection. Problems inherent in comparing data depicted on various maps
with ERTS were underestimated during our investigation of the Ray test
area. As a consequence, our overlays do not align perfectly. In our
studies of the other test areas, except far Ok Tedi, we resolved this
problem by constructing drainage maps, an transparent overlays, from the
World Aeronautical Charts. ERTS interpretations were then performed on
the overlays with constant adjustment of the ERTS drainage to the overlay.
T.he resultant reap is a transferral of ERTS data to a Lambert Ganfori ale
1
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Table 1. Imagery, Arizona
Nlosai c
Date	 I.D. No.
26 Sept. 72 7065-17204-6
O1	 Nov.	 72 1101-17215-6
7101-17221-6
1101-17224-6
02 Nov.
	
72 1102-17265-6
1102-17277-6
1102-17274-5
1702-17280-6
03 Nov.	 72 1103-17323-6
1103-17330-6
1103-17332-6
1103-77335-6
1103-17341-6
04 Nov.	 72 1704-17382-6
1104-17393-6
20 Nov.	 72 1120-17283-6
Zc" Nov.	 72 1122-17385-6
1122-17391-6
1122-17394-6
Sun
Center Coord,	 EL	 AZ
N 34-38/W 108-18 47 141
N 33-02/irl 108-50 37 150
N 31-36/W 109-.6 3$ 149
N 30-11/W 109-42 39 148
N 35-51/W 109-27 35 152
N 34-'25/W 109-54 36 151
N 32-59/W 110-19 37 150
N 31-33/W 770-44 38 749
N 35-52JW 110-51 34 152
N 34-25/W ill-18 35 751
N 33-00/W 111-44 36 150
^! 31-35/W 112-10 38 150
N 30-09/W 712-35 39 149
N 3551 /W ] l 2-19 34 152
N 31-33/W 113-37 37 750
N 30-15/14 111-08 34 i 51
N 34-31 /frJ 7 7 2-43 30 153
N 33-05/W 113-09 32 152
N 31-39/W 113-35 33 152
Color Composites
02 Nov. 72	 1102-11274-4, 5 & 7	 N 32-59/W 110-19	 37	 150
03 Nov. 72	 1103-11332-4, 5 ^ 7	 N 33--60/W 171-44	 36	 150
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Conic Projection. However, it was not feasible to redo this procedure
in the Arizona study, thus the ERTS tectonic map therefore is an a U7M
Projection because the working base is the ERTS mosaic.
l^le feel that ERTS imagery in Arizona has its greatest application in
the study of regional tectonicm. The synoptic view afforded by ERTS and
the U7M projection, which permits easy compilation of mosaics, permits a
unique overview of regional relationships. This enables every exploration
geologist to have the "big picture" available far reference while working
on local problems or studying regional tectonics, In the past only a few
very experienced men had access to this picturey which they acquired tFrrough
years of work and reading. They carried the bulk of it in their minds
where it could not be used effectively by less experienced geologists.
(^ _ ^
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ERTS TECra^IC MAP
The ERTS Tectonic flap shows:
1. Mayor faults
2. Circular features
3. Tectonic units
^. Cinder cones and volcanoes
5. Laramide intrusions
6. Porphyry copper deposits,
copper, gold silver, lead,
molybdenum and zinc
occurrences
Taken from ERTS imagery
From published maps
From L^?TS imagery, where pits
are visible, and published data
The principal geological output from studies of ERTS imagery is the
recognition and/or delineation of linear features. Presently we feel
that these lineations are generally associated with regional fault systems.
However, extensive field checking is necessary to verify their nature.
Lineations are recognized on ERTS imagery by convention a7 photogeologic
techniques; examples are:
1. Alignment of drainages, scarps, and topographic highs and lows
2. Tonal contrasts across linear features
3. Bands of varying widths
4. Vegetation contrasts.
P9any lineations can be drawn on ERTS imagery and, if all such features
are noted, the resultant map is a "hodge-podge" of data that is difficult,
if not impossible, to interpret. In construction of the ERT5 Tectonic Map.
the interpreter attempts to show only thane lineations which he feels have
a high probability of being faults that can be recognized by field geologic
studies. Thus many linears caused by alignment of topographic highs and lows
^ -- 5
;?
^?
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are not shown nor are lineations connected where the interpt^eter cannot
recognize continuity even though many aligned lineations are certainly
related genetically and spatially. In short, we have tried to filter the
data by interpreter judgement to produce a useful map for regional tectonic
studies. ^[e have ^^ot attempted to depict every linear feature shown by
ARTS imagery.
Qetermination of the tectonic significance of the observed lineations
and their relationship to ground-observed structures requires construction
of regional tectonic models, ciRecking of the models with literature data
and new field observations.
Tn Arizona we have developed a tectonic model which utilizes plate
tectonic theories and the concept of tectonic units. Brewer, et al., in a
report to iVA5A (1973, MASS-21745, TO ^297A) developed a model for the
same region based on a regional crustal stress system. Their model
utilizes the San Andreas vault system as a primary, right-lateral strike-slip
fault caused by a horizontal principal stress aligned N10°td and relates all
tectonic unit boundaries to re-orientation of this stress caused by faulting.
Their tectonic units d q not necessarily coincide with those used here, but
there is general agreement. These models are neither unique nor mutually
exclusive.
Our studies of ARTS imagery show that numerous circular features of
varying sizes are readily recognized. Same of these features appear to be
the result of igneous activity and in same cases they a we recognized. where
existing maps do not portray igneous relationships. Fre^;uently they are
subtly shown by the existing maps but are quite distinct on ERTS imagery,
hence the er^phasis of them in our interpretations.
^-^5
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^-	 As in the case of linear features, a model must be constructed to
explain the significance of the circular features. We develoG^:d a
volcanogenic model to explain these structures and their relationship
to porphyry-copper mineralization. Phis model, developed during this
'	 study, is in basic accord with one recently presented by Sillitoe (1973).
Our basis for differentiation o-^ tectonic units is based on "tectonic
style" which can be related to the total character of a group of related
mesoscopic (as observed on ARTS imagery} features. Principal criteria
used in defining the tectonic units are:
I. Orientation of linear parallel and subparallel features
2. Density of structural, stratigraphic and geomorphic features
3. Relief
^. Relative abundance of rock types
5. Mode of deformation
6. Recognizable features which cannot be precisely defined in
geometric terms.
Characteristics of the thirteen tecto:^ic units shown on the FRTS
tectonic map are:
^fnit I:
	
elongated ranges and valleys trending N35°W to N9^0°W; low
ratio pf narrow range areas to broad valley areas (appr^-
ximately I:3}; spacing between valley axes 15 to 20 kilometers;
very few structures crass from one range to the next; predo-
minant vaulting trends N40°W to N9^5°W and N5°E; scattered lova
flows, many ranges with faliati pn and/or fault/fractures
trending N50°E to N60°^ (within ranges}; bounded on west by
San Andreas Fault zone and Gulf of California; abrupt northern
termination at Gila-salt River lineament.
^S ` 7
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Unit Ii:	 Low ratio of range area to valley area (7:3}; ranges oriented
N-S; valley axes spaced about 35 kilometers; extensive pediment
development; relatively Tow relief; extensively faulted with NW,
NE, N-S, and E-W trending faults; numerous sma71 circular .
features that in some cases correlate to detrital aprons
(5 to 13 kilometer diameters}.
Unit III:	 Similar to Unit II but dominated by large circular feature
(55 kilometer diameter}; predominant major fault trends are
N80°W ("clean-cut" trends), N70°W, and N50°W to N60°W.
Unit IV:	 Mountainous (5:1 ratio range to valley area.); sharp, we77-
developed relief, ranges and valleys trend north; spacing between
valley axes averages 45 kilometers except in extreme north where
spacing is 75 to 20 kilometers; numerous major lineations
crossing topographic trends at N50°W to N70°W and N40°E to N50°E;
well-developed dendritic to rectilinear drainage, Gammon evi-
dence of volcanism (cones, lava flaws); numerous intrusions
(verified by Geological Map of Arizona, Wilson, E. D., et al.,
7969); small to very small circular features in northwestern
part of unit (2 to 70 kilometer diameters).
Unit V:	 Almost identical to Unit IV except ranges and va77eys better
defined and mare faulting; predominant fault trend is N10°E
and secondary fault trend is ^i70°E; scattered small circular
structures (diameters to l0 kilometers) and one large, poorly--
defined circular structure in northwest part of unit (60
kilometer diameter).
Unit VI:	 Irregular and unordered distribution of ranges and va77eys
^	 ^	 I	 ^
N20°W to N75°W; some pediment development; large circular
feature in north central part of unit (60 kilometer diameter),
scattered small circular features (ta 13 kilometer diameter);
boundaries with adjacent units poorly defined.
Unit VII: Very low ratio of range area to valley area (<1:10); ^ ►redominant
fault trend N70°E.
Unit VIII: Few ranges and valleys with l:i ratio between range and valley
areas; some closed drainage basins (f^ilcox playa); sharp, rugged
relief in mountains; ranges and valley trend N45°ld, en-echelon
arrangement of ranges; intensely faulted, numerous faults trend
fd10°W, N45°W, N60°E to N70°E, and N15°E; scattered sma11 circular
features (to 10 kilometers diameter), large circular feature
(55 kilometer diameter) astride eastern boundary at junction
of knits VIII, IX, X and XI.
Unit IX;
	
Low ratio range to valley areas (1;4); some closed drainage
basins, low relief, ranges and valleys trend N25°^J, 30
kilometer spacing valley axes; principal faulting along ranges
(N20°W to N30°4^!); several very small to small (3 to 10 kilometer
diameters} and one medium-sized (20 kilometer diameter) circular
features in northwest part of unit.
Unit X:	 Mountainous (southern part} to plateau (Colorado Plateau), much
evidence of volcanism (cinder canes and lava flaws); dominant
fault trend N50°E, subordinant N70°^J, N10°E and N20°W to
N30°^[ fault trends; scattered small and medium-sized circular
"	 features between northwest boundary and major N45°E trending
,^ ..:
fault zone passing through Safford, Arizona, 	 -
^^ 9
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Unit XT:
	
Similar in most respects to Unit X and separated from it because
suggested de^coupling on persistent N50°E trending fault zone
along southeastern boundary; two large circular features
(30 and 57 kilometer diameters}.
Unit XTT: TJumerous cinder cones, one major volcano; Some faulting along
N50°E trending faults.
iJnit XTTT: Scattered cinder cones; probably basa.^:ic lava; rhombic shape
of unit; occurs at intersection three tectonic units ^V, VITT,
and TX) and at eastern termination of major N80°^! trending
fault zone.
Comparison of ERTS Tectonic Map with Published Tectonic Maps_ a_nd
Aeromagnetic Data
.	 P7 ate 2 is a compilation of structural data from the 'tectonic Map
of the United States (19b2) and the Geologic Map of Rrizona (1969}.
Comparison of the ERTS Tectonic Map (Plate Z) with this map shows:
1. Good general agreement of ERTS data with published data
but poor detailed correlation of fault locations and trends°
2. Published data shows predominance of N and ^!W trending faults
whereas ERTS show numerous NE trending faults as well as N
and NW -faults.
3. ERTS interpretation shows most faults to be relatively short
(less than one kilometer) but does show alignment of faults
ter long distances whereas published data shows numerous
long, continuous fault zones.
4. ERTS interpretation does not clearly define thrust fault
zones, and in many cases does not recognize them as faults.
S. Published data does not recognize circular features as
structures, although parts of them are mapped as faults.
Most of the faults shown on the published maps are boundary faults
between basins and ranges. In the ERTS interpretation such faults are
shown only where a lineation other than the alignment of parallel topo-
graphic highs (ranges) and lows (basins) is recognized. The interprr:ter
is aware that these features are generally considered to be the result
of "Basin and Range" tectonism, hence bounded by faults, but did not
interpret faults along range fronts unless there are reasons other than
the topographic break between ranges and valleys for their presence.
^- 1T
The predominance of N and N41 trending faulis over other directions
of faulting on published maps is attributed to these directiar^s being
the predominant trends of ranges in the region. The large number of
NE and E-W trending faults on the ERTS interpretation is powerful evidence
that ERTS imagery is providing a means of rapid and accurate tectonic
mapping that surpasses the detail of published data at the same scale.
A program of literature and field checking should be designed to
determine validity of this concept.
The determination from ERTS imagery that many "major throughgoing
features,' when examined by other means, consist of relatively short
(compared to the overall length of the •Feature) segments should be
evaluated. The best place to recognize this phenomenon is along a
N45°E •trending lineation Lvhich follows the Gila River southward from	 ^
Morenci, crosses the Pinajeno and Galiaro mountains and terminates
southwest of the San Pedro River, at the edge of the Rincon fountains
{about 26Q kilometers). At first glance this feature appears continuous
on ERTS imagery, but detailed examination shows that it is composed of
many segments 5 to 15 kilometers long. This lineation does not
appear as a tectonic unit boundary in our interpretation yet may be a
reflection of deep crustal (or mantle) stricture. Another lineation
trends NSO°W fro- Tectonic l3nit XIIT across the area shown on Plate 1
to a volcanic area near tine Gulf of California (38G kilometers}, These
are major tectonic features, which to our knotivledge are recognized for
the first time on ERTS imagery.
The significance of circular features is uncertain but -there is a
good correlation of these with l.aramide intrusions. There is a general
^- 12
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trimodal distribution of size of the feature--large ones 50 to 60
kilometer diameters, medium ones about 30 kilometer diameters, and
numerous small ones 5 to l5 kilometer diameters. In general, the large.
circular features are incomplete (do not show up as full circles) and
the medium and smaller ones tend to be complete.
Three (Sierrita Mountains, Mt. Turnbull, Santa Catalina Mountains)
of the four large circular features (60 km} and the two medium ones
(30 km}, in the test area, are associated with Laramide intrusive
igneous rocks while the other (Sierra Ancha} occurs in Precambrian sedi--
mentary, volcanic and metamorphic rocks. lie believe that the large and
medium circular features ar.e associated with Laramide igneous intrusions
and suggest that the Sierra Ancha feature may be an area where the
intrusions have not yet been exposed by erosion,
Young (Late Tertiary-Recent} volcanic fields and volcanoes are
readily recognized on ERTS imagery, The ERTS Tectonic Map shows locations
of cinder canes and volcanoes. Interpretation of cinder cones is not
exact in that some fieatures believed to be cones are probably erosional
remnants of flow racks, and all cinder cones are probably not recognized.
The other components of the ERTS Tectonic Map, Laramide intrusions,
porphyry copper deposits and non-ferrous mineral localities are taken
from published data. Open^pit copper mines are readily recognized on
ERTS imagery, thus these mines were located directly on the imagery
rather than by transposition from other data.
Interpretation of the Residual Aeromagnetic {dap of Rrizona (1970)
for linear trends indicative of faulting is presented 6y Plate 3. Com-
parison of P7 ate 3 with the ERTS Tectonic Map shows general agreement
^ ^ i3
^.....
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in trends of Faults and a gaud correlation between the number of faults
interpreted from each source for given areas. However, there is a poor
correlation between locations of faults presented by the two maps. One
possible reason for this is that data for the magnetic map were collected
at elevations of about 6,000 -Feet move terrain along ^lorth-South
traverses spaced three miles apart. This causes anomalies due to
sharp basement discontinuities, e.g., faults, to appear as broad features
on the map (over three miles wide},
If tectonic units were derived from the magnetic data by eval^;stnn
of trend, continuity and density of faults, they would be in good agree-
ment with those picked from ARTS imagery studies. This suggests that
most of the surface phenomena used to denote tectonic units on ARTS
imagery have similar origins to features which cause the magnetic
lineations. Their origins must be at depths where temperatures are below
the Curie point (less than 20 kilometers}, hence within the crust.
Several major lineations (as shown on CRTS) do not have magnetic signa-
tures, datable among these are the ^1^5°^ linear from ^forenci to the
Rincan mountains and the ^f80°W linear from Tectonic unit XIII across the
area of Plate 1 which are mentioned previo^ssly. These latter features
may have an origin within the mantle where temperatures are above the
Curie point.
Study of the aeromagnetic map and porphyry copper locations shows
that the porphyries are generally located on the flanks of magnetic lows,
bct there is no preferred orientation of magnetic faults or trends
associated with the porphyries nor do they occur at intersections of
features noted in the interpretation.
^-79^
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P1 ate 1'ectoni c Model
Y!e have demonstrated that tectonic units can be readily delineated
by the use of OPTS imagery where parameters that otherwise cannot be
viewed in their entirety are mesoscopic. The units described have
properties similar to Polygonal Crustal Blocks described by Cloas (1939).
Analysis of the tectonic units recognized in the test area seems
promising for development of a coherent regional model which can be used
to describe the environment of porphyry copper deposits. Sillitoa (1972}
describes a plate tectonic model based on partial melting of oceanic
crustal blacks in subduction zones at compressive junctions between
lithaspheric plates. His model appears reasonable for Andean and other
capper provinces but is difficult to apply in ^Irizona because the nature
of the subduction zone is not clearly evident. Mare recently, Livingston
(1973) suggests that there is a systematic variation in age of porphyry
copper mineralization from, northwest (Mineral Park) to southeast (La
Caridad) and that this is compatible with a "hat spot" origin as the
North American plate rotated clockwise during the interval 72 to 52 m.y.
before the present. Although intriguing, we feel that this hypothesis
does not account for the origin of the deposits because the systematic
age variation is a statistic (regression of distance from ^iineral Park an
age) and does not hold up when applied in detail to the deposits.
^!e suggest that the Arizona porphyries farmed near a compressive
	
^„,	 junction of the Farallon and American plates but the relationship is
	
. t.^	
complicated, with respect to Sillitoe's model, by transcurrent and/or
^- 15
transform faulting along the "Walker Lane." Our model is generalized and
intended more as an example of the types of provocative hypotheses that
can originate from ERTS imagery studies than as a definitive work on ^:he
region.
the "Walker Lane" structural system is generally interpreted as the
structural depression, east of and sub--parallel to the Sierra Nevada in
California a^^d Nevada (with an extension into Oregon}. When ERTS mosaics
of Nevada and Arizona are combined, it is evident t' • at the "Walker Lane"
can be readily extended into Arizona. In Arizona, the "Walker Lane"
becomes broade ► than in Nevada and California, extending from the south
western margin of thF Colorado Plateau to the projection of the San
Andreas Fault along the Culf of California. This area includes all the
porphyry copper deposits in Arizona. Further extrapolation and a slight
change in trend of the northern boundary of this zone extends part of it
into the "Texas Lineament Zone." Thus, the ERTS interpretation suggests
the hypothe5i5 that, in Rrizona, the "Walker Lane," San Rndreas Fault
System and "Texas Lineament Zone," have a genetic relationship. Applies
cation of plate tectonics theories to this observation suggests that the
systems are related to interaction between two lithospheric plates. The
model incorporates:
1. Collision between the Farallon and American plates during
the Mesozoic Era, possibly as early as Early Jurassic Ito
account for the Bisbee deposit}.
2. Development of a "shear^subduction" zone along the plate
junction (present "^lalker Lane") with attendant generation
of porphyry capper deposits as the Farallon Plate was con
sumed along an irregular subduction zone.
^`
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In this model the plate junction is visualized as a combination shear
and subduction zone. Shearing results from differential movement of the
two plates along the junction, which causes a shear couple. Relative
plate motion is not knov^m with certainty; hence, the nature of trans-
.
current faulting along the "tidalker Lane" (right ar left lateral) is a
matter of speculation. Simultaneously with shearing the Farallon Fl ate
was consumed in a subduction zone. Figure 2 schematically shows the
type of relationship we visualize.
Figure 2, Schematic Illustration of Postulated Relationship for Creation
of Shear and 5ubduction Zones along Junction between Colliding
Plates. Large arrows indicate plate motion, T = transcurrent
faulting (shearing) with relative displacement indicated by
arrows, S = subductian zone where Plate I is consumed beneath
Pl ate II.
If the basic tenets of '^h1s model are accepted, the ^W trends
reflected by the shapes ^,t tectonic units of the "1^faiker Lane" (units I,
II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX) reflect shearing along the zone
of plate junction.
^+
	
1	
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Complexity of the shear zone can be related to lack of homogeneity in
the plates, changes in frictional resistance with consequent "freezing"
oi= existing shears and development of new ones as plate configuration
^ du p to subduction varied and to changes in plate motion directions.
It is beyond the scope of this work to attempt to unravel these i•acets
of the problem.
In conclusion, we feel that the basic model of 5i 11itoe (1972) seems
applicable for the generation o^F porphyry copper deposits in Arizona once
prevision is made for the Gompiex transeurrent faulting relationships,
along the "^[alker ^.ane," that we believe are the result of a complex
collision between two plates.
^— 18
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1Circular Feature Model
Large (60 kilometers) and medium (30 kilometers) circular or arculate
features, with the possible exception of the Sierra Ancha structure, are
associated with Laramide igneous intrusions (Plate 1). The smaller features
{5 to l5 , kilnmeters) do not have as obvious a relationship to Laramide
intrusions, when studied at the scale of FRTS imagery, but seven of about
thirty such features noted are associated with known porphyry copper
deposits (Morenci, Safford, Globe-l^aimi, Lakeshore, Chilita-Christmas, and
two at San Manuel). Hence there appears to be a significant relationship
of the small features as well as the large and medium ones to Laramide
ign^aus intrusive activity.
A recent model of porphyry copper deposits relates them to comagmatic
volc^;nic and intrusive igneous phenomena {Sillitoe, 1873). During our
'	 studies we derived a model far these features which is basically the same
as 5illitoe's {Figure 3).
We relate the small c-^rcu1ar features to surface manifestations
(arching, caldera development, etc.} of the upper parts of the plutons
associated with the system (--1 kilometer zone of Figure 3}. The larger
features are interpreted as expressions of batholitic sized plutons,
presumably downward extensions of the system Shawn in Figure 3.
.	 It would be convenient to relate size of circular feature to depth
of erosion but, with the possible exception of some extremely small
features {2 kilometers) in Mexico south of the test area (not shown by
Plate 1), this does not seem to 6e a valid correlation. The circular
features should occur in all gradations of size from small to large if
q	 depth of erosion were the control.
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figure 3. idealized Crnss Section of a l'ypical, Simple Porphyry Capper
Qeposit Showing its Position at the Boundary between Plutonic
and Volcanic environments. Vertical and horizontal dimensions
are meant to be only approximate. (From Sil7itoe, 3973.)
Because the features can be categorized by size with significant
breaks between them, we feel that invest nations relating to pluton
shape, structural nature of the features (domes or basins), strength of
country rock, contraction of magmas on coaling and relative ages qf the
features will be productive of viable models to explain their nature.
l'hese studiE5 are beyond the scope of this study.
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	 The model	 incorporates a spreading center, within the
American Plate, along the Srlake River downwarp and its extension
into Nevada.
Ten tectonic units were assigned to areas that have similar
geological	 characteristics.	 Physiographica71y, these ten units
differ principally in trends of ranges.
Two major fault trends are recognized:
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A mosaic of 2x ERTS black-and white frames, covering approximately
420,0x0 square kilometers, at a scale of 1:7,000,000 was used to ron-
struct the ERTS Tectonic Map (Plate 1) and Lineation Interpretation ^,P1ate 2).
Four color composite prints, made from bands 4, 5,and 7 at a scale of
1:5x0,000 were used for supplementary interpretations. Imagery used in
the mosaic is from band 5. Table 1 lists ERTS imagery used in this study
and Figure 1 shows the area.
The tectonic interpretations were performed on transparent overlays
to the ERTS mosaic. Geodetic control is from World Aeronautical Charts ONC
F-15 and G-18 (1:7,00x,000 Lambert Confiormal Conic Projection). R stream
:-	 ^	 , drainage transparency was prepared from the Aeronautical Charts (streams
z r
not shown on Plates 1 and 2} and the interpretation was adjusted to it by
shifting the drainage base to fit drainage on each ERTS Frame before doing
the work. The resultant maps are thus Lambert Conformable Conic Projections.
For each ERTS frame, distortion between the ERTS and aeronautical chart
projections is insignificant and location inaccuracies aver the entire
area should not exceed 2 millimeters (2 kilometers).
The method of investigation and use of ERTS imagery was similar to
that used in the Ray, Arizona test area. As in Arizona, we conclude that
the greatest application of ERT5 imagery is in the study of regional
tectanism.
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Table 1. Imagery, Nevada
5v n
Date I.D.	 No. Ger^ter Coord. ^1. Az,
Mosaic
16 Sept. 72 1055-18044-5 Pd 41-39/W 117-28 45 144
1055-18050-S N 40-14/W 117-59 46 142
1055-18053-5 N 38-48/4J 118-28 47 141
1055-18055-5 N 37-22/Y! 115-56 48 I39
15 Sept. 72 1054-17585-5 N 41-3$/Y! 116-00 45 143
1054-17592-5 N 40-14/14 116-30 46 142
1054-17594-5 N 38-49/kJ 117-00 47 140
1054-18001-5 N :17--23/W 117-28 48 139
14 Sept. 72 1053-17531-5 N 41-41/W 114-35 45 143
1053-17533-5 N 40-16/W 115-05 46 142
1053-17540-5 N 3$-50/W 115-35 47 740
1053-175 ! 2-5 N 37-24/W 116-03 48 138
13 Sept. 7L 1052-17472-5 N 41-40/YJ 113-09 46 143
1052-17475-5 N 40- 14/W 1;3-40 47 141
1052-17481-5 N 38-49/W 114-1U 4S 140
. 1052-17484-5 N 37-23/4J 114-38 4S 138
12 Sept. 72 1051-17420-5 ^! 40-17/W 112-12 47 141
1051-17423--5 N 38-51/W 112-41 48 139
1051-17425-5 N 37-26/D! 113-09 49 13S
1051-17432-5 N 36-01/irk 113-36 50 136
Color Gom^osi tes
13 Sept.	 72	 1052-17475 N 40-14/tiJ 113-40 47 141
1052-174x1 N 35-49/W 114-10 48 140
14 Sept. 7Z	 1053-17533 N 40-16/W 115-05 46 142
1053-17540 N 38-50/W 115-35 47 140
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ERTS TECTONIC AND LIPIEATI6^^ INTERPRETATION MAPS
The ERTS Tectonic Map ^P1ate 1) shows:
7. Major faults (lineations)
2. Circular features
3. Tectonic units.
All features on the map are taken from ERTS imagery. The map shows
only those lineations which the interpreter believes have a high probability
cF be^^.g faults that can be recognized by field geological studies. Many
"Basin and Range" faults, those baundirg the ranges, are not shown because
they generally cannot be located on ERTS imagery by features other than
topographic alignments. llsinq these alignments, readily defined from ERTS,
and the typical Basin and Range models involving systems of horsts and grabens
or tilted fault blocks, an interpreter can construct a tectonic map of the
area that is similar to the Tectonic Map of the fJnited States X1962). die
have avoided this because placement of the faults would be based an a pre-
conceived notion of the structural significance of topographic alignments
rather than direct observation on ERTS imagery.
A further reason far dzleting many of the "Basin and Range" faults is
the nature of our study. We are attempting to define a geologic framework
for emplacement of porphyry capper deposits. In Nevada, the known commer--
vial porphyry deposits were formed during the Eas •1y CretacAous Epoch
(170 to 125 m.y. before the present), and Basin and Range structures
characteristic of the area, developed within the past 17 m.y. {Stewart,
1977}. Thus, genesis of the porphyry copper deposits cannot be related to
^— 4
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Basin and Range faulting, and elimination of the faults from a tectonic
map devised for copper exploration seems desirable. Some caution must be
used with this conclusion because the deposits can be affected by past--
mineralization faulting, and knowledge of the nature of such faulting can
be useful in exploration.
To evaluate the usefulness of ERTS imagery for detailed lineation
studies, we have mapped the inner test area in detail (Plate 2). In
contrast to the tectonic map, Plate 2 shows all lineations observable on
ERTS imagery.
The mapped lineations were evaluated together with data from outside
the inner test area to determine predominant fault trends and the presence
or absence of regional fault systems. Two major fault systems are recog-
nized; (7) N-S ^- l0° and {2} N45°^ avg. (range N30°^ to N6^°^). Two secon-
dary systems are al sa present; { 1) ^-N1 ^- 10°,and (2} N20°L^l.
The N--S system is certainly the result of Basin and Range tectonism
and common offsets of faults belonging to it along NE trending faults (in
a right--lateral sense} indicate that some faults of this latter group were
farmed or reactivated during Basin and Range deformation. Well developed
repetition patterns of parallel fault trends, as observed in the 5ilverton
and Ray test areas, are not present.
In addition to lineations, bedding and bed attitude, volcanic rocks
are mapped an Plate 2. These features are mapped with the assistance of
2X magnification anti stereo viewing in areas of side lap.
Circular features are common in the test area and are mapped on
Plate 1. As in Arizona, there is a non-random distribution of size
{diameter) of the features. The distribution is bimodal, consisting of
'`` ^..,
	
medium-sized {25 to 30 kilometer diameters) and small {5 to 15 kilometer
diameters) structures. These features do not appear on existing tectonic
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maps, with the exce^i:ior; of the medium-sized feature in Unit I at the
edge of the map which is shown as a caldera on the Tectonic Niap of North
America (1969). When the ERT5 •tectonic map is compared with the Preliminary
Geologic Map of Nevada {1955}, the circular features are found in areas of
outcropping Tertiary volcanic rocks and/or igneous Intrusions. The porphyry
copper deposits near Ely are associated with a medium-sized circular 	 •
feature. As in Arizona, we propose a volcanagenic model to explain these
structures.
Comparison of the Mineral Occurrence Map {Plate 3) with the ERTS
Tectonic Map { plate 1) shows that there i^^ some relationship between circular
features and non--ferrous mineral deposits but the correlation is not a good
one. Nevertheless, we feel teat the model presented for these features in
our discussions of tectonics for the Ray test area is basically valid.
Further literature and field studies are recommended to determine sig-
nificance of the circular features in Nevada.
Tectonic units on Plate l are defined by "tectonic style." Principal
criteria used for their definition are:
i. Orientation of linear parallel and subparailei features.
2. pensity and configuration of structural, stratigraphic and geo-
morphic features.
3. Relative abundance of rock types.
Characteristics of the ten tectonic units shown on the ERT5 Tectonic	 '
Map are:
Unit I: Ranee to valley area ratio 1:2; arcuate north trending
^,a„r;4s and valleys in west central part with radii of
cu;hcature about 50 kilometers {south of map area}, pre-
dominant fault trend in ranges N60°E to N70°E; lava flows	 _
in western part; three medium (22 to 30 kilometer diameters)
5
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and two small (8 to 12 kilometer diameters off map} circular
features in western part.
Unit II: ranges and valleys aligned N45°9d {ratio range to valley
areas 7:2}; extensive lava flaws; extensive faulting in
ranges arith N5°ld and N6O°E to Nb5°E as predominant fault
trends; one medium (2O kilometer diameter} circular feature
{two small features off map to northwest}; closed drainage
areas.
Unit III:	 Orderly succession of ranges and valleys (range to va1'ley
area ratio i:2}, topographic trend of Nl5°E with 30 kilometer
spacing between valley axes; ranges extensively faulted with
predominant fault trends of N55°E and N$O°E and some faults
trending NlO°W; numerous small and medium-sized circular
features (most off map tc west); numerous closed drainage
basins.
Unit IV: Similar to Unit VII except ranges and valleys trend N25°E;
and circular features absent.
Unit V: Similar to Units IV and VII but ranges and valleys trend
Nl0°W; small circular feature (5 kilometer diameter) on
boundary with Unit IV and medium-sized circular feature
(2O kilometer diameter) on boundary with Unit VI.
'	 Univ VI: Low ratio range to valley areas {1:5); na predominant
orientation ranges and valleys; principal fault trends N-S
and NbO°E; extensive lava flaws; numerous small-to-medium-
sized circular features (l0 kilometer to 25 kilometer dia-
meters} including two "bullseye" features.
Unit VII: Law ratio range to valley areas (1:5}; ranges trend north,
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extensive salt fiats; predominant fault trends N-S, PJE and	
l
Nil; scattered medium circular features (20-25 kilometer
diameters).
Unit VIII: Elongate ranges and valleys trending north (ratio range to
valley area l:2}; spacing between valley axes about 30 kilo-
meters; ranges extensively faulted, predominant fault trends
N-S, NZO°E, N50°E, N75°E and N35°W; numerous small (5 to 15
kilometer diameters), and medium (25 to 30 kilometer diameters}
circular features.
Unit IX:	 ane broad range (15 kilometers) trending N15°E (l :3 range to
valley area ratio); predominant i-ault trends N40°E, N80°E,
N85°W, N^0°W; one small circular feature (9 kilometer di-
ameter}.
Unit X: Similar to Unit VIII but ranges and valleys (rend N10°l^l; no
circular features except for one astride boundary with Unit
III.
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TECTO;^ ICS
We have demonstrated that ERT5 imagery is useful for dividing regions
into tectonic units. lasing these units, we have developed plate tectonic
models for study of the geological environment during emplacement of
porphyry copper deposits in Nevada and for subsequent Basin and Range
teCtOniSm.
The model for porphyry copper emplacement is an extension of the one
developed for the Ray, Arizona test area. The model for Basin and Range
tectonism is based on the interpretation of a spreading center, within the
American Plate, along the Snake River Dawnwarp and its extension into
`	 Nevada. These models are developed to show the types of provocative
hypotheses that can be developed with the aid of ERTS imagery and are not
intended to be definitive wanks.
In our discussions we will refer to:
1. "Basin and Range" W Tectonic Units III, IU, V, VII, VIII, IX and
X (Plate 1). These units have similar geological characteristics and
differ principally in trends of ranges within them.
2. "ti^alker lane" = Tectonic Units I and II plus others not shown an
Plate 1.
3. Colorado Plateau = Tectonic Unit VI (mare properly a transition
'	 unit from Basin and Range to Plateau) and several units to the east, not
Shawn on Plate 1.
4. "snake River downwarp" = 100 kilometer wide unit trending N60°E
and passing through the extreme northwest corner of Plate 1 (not shown}.
These regional tectonic units are shown by Figure 2.
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Mesozoic-Early Cenozoic Model
The model developed for the Ray, Arizona test area tails for a
complex compressional plate junction along the "Walker Lane" during the
Lai°amide period when most of the Arizona porphyry copper deposits formed.
The junction in Arizona may have existed as far back as Late Jurassic-Early
Cretaceous if the Bisbee deposits are the result of the same process as
the Laramide porphyries.
The plate junction, between the Farallon and American plates in
Arizona, is considered as a combination shear and subduction zone. 5iili-
toe`s^(1972) model for emplacement of porphyry copper deposits into crustal
material above subduction zones is used to explain genesis of the ore deposits.
To explain the location of the porphyry copper deposits of Nevada, we
are extending our model northward from Arizona. A result of this is the
conclusion that the system existed as long ago as Late Jurassic-Early
Cretaceous because the Yerington and Ely porphyry copper deposits formed
then.
The resultant model is in basic accord with the view that much of the
Western United States is a broad transform fault zone (Atwater, 1970). The
western boundary of the junction zone is probably related to the San
Andreas fault and the eastern boundary is regarded as the eastern edge of
the "Walker Lane."
The zone must have had its inception during Late Jurassic time, and
consumption of the Farallon Plate along it was continuous until the
spreading center between it and the Pacific Plate was overrun and consumed
about 24 m.y. ago (Atwater, 1970).
T
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Basin and Range tiodel
In Nevada, the geologic environment in which porphyry copper deposits
formed in the Early Cretaceous Epoch has been severely altered by Basin and
Range tectonism which began during the Late Tertiary (Miocene}. This
period of tectonism has been attributed to three basic causes (Stewart,
1971}:
1. Removal of lateral support or sliding off regional highs to form
structures similar to those found in landslides (Mackin, 1960a, 1960b, 1969;
P^loore, 1960) .
2. Strike--slip deformation (Shave, 1965; Slemmons, 1957).
3. Deep-seated extension (Thompson, 1959, 1966; Hamilton and Meyers,
1966; Cook, 1966; Roberts, 1968; Hamilton, 1969; Stewart, 1971; Thompson
and Burke, 1973).
Our interpretation of ERTS imagery favors deep—seated extension
related to a spreading center along the Snake River Downwarp and its ex-
tension southwestward to the "Walker Lane" as the cause of Basin and
Range tectonism.
The postulated spreading does not create new material at the surface
(at least not on the "basin and Range" or southeast side of the "Snake
River Downwarp") but results in addition of new material to an extension
zone within the crust. The extension zone is described or postulated by
several authors, notably Stewart (1971), and is below the limit of Basin
and Range faulting, probably at least 14 kilometers beneath the present
surface. Relative extension within the zone beneath pre-existing upper
crustal material results in Basin and Range fiault;ng.
Figure 2 shows the postulated relationsh7ps between the major tectonic
elements used in our Basin and Range tectonic model. Briefly stated, the
role ofi each is:
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i1. "Snake River Downwarp" - site of rifting of American Plate along
a N6fl°E trend with mantle material upwelling to farm a spreading center.
The term as used here is extended considerably southwestward from the area
most authors refer to as the Snake River Downwarp.
2. "Walker bane" - zone of transform faulting
3. Calora:;o plateau - stable area with thick crust (40 km)
4. "Basin and Range" - Nevada-Utah area of crustal extension with
surface manifestation as series of horsts and grabens.
The interpretation is supported by heat flaw data which show maxima
along the postulated spreading center (Roy, et al., 1968; 5ass,et al., 197i}
and Thompson and Burke's calculated extension rate of 0.4 mm/yr. (past 15
m.y.) along a N55°1J - S55°F direction in pixie Valley, which is within the
"Snake River Downwarp."
The latter data is in general agreement with the postulated N30°W-
530°E spreading direction of Figure 2. The Dixie Valley area may be some-
what atypical because it is at the junction of the postulated spreading
center and transform fault ("Walker Lane").	 Hence, arguments using data
from it ^hauld be applied cautiously.
A vexing problem is that the proposed spreading direction is not
parallel to generally accepted extension direc^ions within the Great Sasin.
These are believed to be east-west, perpendicular to the general range
(fault) trends (Gilluly, 1970). A passible explanation is that spreading
rates varied systematically along the spreading center with maxima at its
intersection with the transform fault and a general decrease toward the
northeast. This differential spreading rate could cause the Nevada-Utah
Basin and Range province to rotate counterclockwise, with a western boundary
along the "Walker Lane" and rotation pole northeast of Yellowstone. In effect,
-^^ 13
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this hypothesis rotates existing grabens from NE-SW trends to their present
N^S alignments. If this hypothesis is correct, there should be a systematic
change in alignment of grabens outward from the spreading center. Examin-
ation of the Tectonic Map of the United States (1962), a graben trap
presented by Stewart (7971, Figure 9) and the ERTS mosaic shows that grabens
in the "Basin and Range" area do tend to change trend from east of north
(N15°E to N25°^^ to north in all directions outward from the intersection
of the "Walker Lane" and the "Snake River Downwarp."
It is obvious that many factors must be resolved before the hypotheses
presented here can become theories. We believe that the use of ERTS imagery
in the investigation of these problems is essential to their eventual solu--
tion. Obvious areas for further investigation are:
7. Role of the Sierra Nevada,
2. Determine current status of extension in the Basin and Rang e--is
there current fault activity there other than in the areas of recent
faulting along the "Wacker Lane" and junction area of the "Walker Lane" and
"Snake River DownSVarp?"
3. How do the Basin and Range areas north of the proposed spreading
center fit into the model?
". Are or were there subduction zones associated with the system and
where are they located.
5. Relationship of post^Laramide mineralization; e.g. Bingham Canyon,
to the proposed system.
6. Investigation of the relationship of the cow velocity zone of the
Great Basin with the postucated spreading.
7. Age relationships of intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks with
the postucated activities.
8. Relationship of the Colorado Plateau to the model.
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Investigation of these aspects of the problem is beyond the scope of
this work. We believe that studies of E^7'S mosaics of the Western United
States using the concepts of plate 3'ectonics is a logical continuation of
our work and can lead to resolution of many of these questions and problems.
The result of such a study can be development of a global tectonic mode}
that can be utilized by Economic Geologists to design effective exploration
programs.
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APPENDIX III
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i5. Supp^amentary Plates
16. Abstract	 Numerous circular features are observable i]n the FRTS
images.	 Tajo sets of fracture patterns might be controlling the
circular features.	 North of the study area the trend is Nb5°W to
N70°W while in the south, although not as well developed, they are
between N30°W and N55°W.
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PREFACE
This report is one of six similar reports which describe research
results accomplished by Earth Satellite Corporation under ERTS-1
project entitled, "Recognition of the geologic framework of porphyry
copper deposits on ERTS-1 imagery," PR 510 contract yAS5-21769.
A list of these six reports follows:
Haenggi , l^. T. , and Erskine, h1. C. , Jr. , 7974, Te. ionic interpre-
tation of ERTS--1 imagery of the Ray, Arizona test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic interpre-
tation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Ely, Nevada test site:
Earth-Satellite Corp. rept.
Lyon, R.J.P, and Flaenggi, W. T., 1974, Geologic interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of the Nit. Perry, Queensland test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rapt.
Prindle, R. 0., and Erskine, ^f. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic 1,nterpretation
of ERTS-7 imagery of the Silverton, Colorado test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rapt.
Prindle, R. 0. , llaenggi , Id. T. , and Erskine, r^l. C. , Jr. , 1974,
Linear map and geologic interpretation of ERTS-1 imagery
in the Tanacross, Alaska test site: Earth Satellite Corp.
rapt.
Prindle, R. 0., Lyon, R.J.P., Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr.,
1974, Tectonic interpretation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Ok
Tedi, Papua New Guinea test site: Earth Satellite Corp.
rapt.
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I[lTRODI^CTIO^!
The Mt. Perry test area is in Southeastern Queensland, Australia between
latitudes 22°S and 27°30'5 and longitudes 1A^8°E and 155°E {Figure 1}. Eleva-
tions within the area range from 0 along the coast to around 800 meters in
the higher parts of the Great Dividing Range.
Figure 1 shows the location of FRTS imagery used in the study ar^d
Table l lists frames used. Our survey of the area was severely limited by
extensive cloud cover which prohibits regional evaluations.
All studies were performed on individual frames at scales of 1:1,000,000
or 1:500,000 and results compiled to produce geological and lineation maps
{Plates 7, 2, 3, and 4). Frame 1035-23221 is the only cloud-free frame in
the area of maximum geological interest and our interpretations are practically
confined to it.
Imagery from 155 band 7 provides the maximum geological detail in the
area. Calar composites of bands 4, 5, and 7 at a scale of 1:500,000 add
detail for interpretation, but this seems mare due to scale than valor. 4!e
feel that enlargements of band 7 imagery to 1:500,000 would provide geological
detail equal to the color composites.
Our study shows that useful geologic maps can be constructed from FRTS
imagery in terrains like the test area, but ground control is necessary before
stratigraphic interpretations can be made from them. We found that there is
essentially no correlation between circular features and lineations,seen on
FRTS imagery,and known mineral deposits.
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Table 1. Mt. Perry ERTS Imagery
Date	 I. D. No.	 Center Coord.
Black-and-white Channels 4, 5, 6, 7 (Scale 7:1,OOO,Q00)
fi Nov. 72 1106-23173 S 26-02/E I51-48
28 Aug. 72 1036--23273 S 23-15/E 149-45
fi Nov. 72 1106-23175 S 27-27/E 151-25
27 Aug. 72 1035-23223 S 26-09/E 150-23
31 Dec. 72 1161-23222 S 23-i7/E 151-10
fi Nov. 72 1106-23170 S 24-36/^t 752 --11
27 Aug. 72 1035-23227 S 24-42/E 150-53
3 Mar. 73 1233-23232 S 24-19/E 150-40
13 Mar. 73 1233--23234 S 25-46/E 150-17
Sun Cloud*
E7. Az. Cover	 ^
56 80 85
40 53 30
55 78 15
37 51 2
54 97 80
56 8Z 80
38 52 0
45 67 50
44 66 25
Color Composites ^Sca1e 1:1,000,000}
	
6 Nov. 72	 1106-23173-4-5--6-7
	
13 Nov. 73	 1233-23232-4-5-fi-7
Color Composites (Scale 1:500,000)
	
31 Dec. 72	 1151-23222-4-5-7
	
27 Aug. 72	 1035--23221--4-5-7
*Percent of cloud cover estimated by EarthSat.
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ERTS IP^AGE LINEAR STUDY
Lineations are mapped at a scale of 1:1,000,000 an cloud-free imagery
within the Mt. Perry test area {frames 1035-23221 and 1035-23223} and at
a scale of 1:500,000 for frame 1035-23221 (color composite}. Mapping was
done on clear acetate overlays with linear patterns denoted by short
India-ink lines. A11 directions, including characteristic curvilinear
patterns, are shown on plates 1 {1:7,000,000} and 2 {1:500,000}. The
1:500,000 interpretation was performed to determine if this scale and color
composites give greater oc^^^il than 1:1,000,000 imagery.
Twa 1:500,000 solar composites were available for study, but frame
1161-23222 (31 December 1972) is extensively covered with "pop-corn"
{cumulus) clouds which negates any but the most subjective analysis. Frame
1035 23221 {27 August 1972) is essentially cloud free and solar quality is
generally good. The print is made up from two tape runs and has a shift 	 i
along an E-W line in the data gust south of latitude 25°S. This was cut
and manually shifted to make a match which is used for the study.
Tectonic Analysis 1:1,000,000 Scale
Circular features dominate the interpretation. These are generally
i0 to 20 kilometers in diameter and are composed of concentric lineations
that probably result from fracture patterns.
The a •ea studied is divisible into two areas separated by a N52°W trend-
ing zone of major fractures {Plate 1}. North of this zone, most non-circular
lineations trend N65°^r^ to N70°ld, but sets trending between N-S and N55°W
are also present. South of the "dividing zone" lineations are more random and
not as well developed as in the northern area. In this area fracture trends
between N30°W and N55°k^ appear best developed.
.I. _..	 ^
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Grids have been fitted to the circular features in an effort to
determine if fundamental spacings are present. North of the N52°4i
dividing zone, grid lines trend N85°W and N25°^ (avg.} with the N85°W
system mast persistent. South of the dividing zone there is a change in
'	 the best-fit grid to N35°W and N40°^ .
Spacings along the grids are variable with the following values
representative:
N85°W - 30 kilometers (range 8 to 40 km)
North {NZ5°^ - 20 kilometers {range 5 to 35 km)
South ^N35oW - no determination (range 10 to 45 km)
N40 E -- 25 kilometers (range 10 to 30 km)
Selected direction mapping and/ar Paurier analysis of the data might
reveal that fundamental spacings are present ^'^ut our data does not confirm
or negate them.
Tectonic Analysis -- 1:500,000 Scale (Pra^ne 1035--23221 }
The mast obvious trends shown by Plate 2 are N40°1^! although individual
linears can be curved into drawn out sigmaid shapes. There is also a
suggestion that the image area can be subdivided, on the basis of direction
changes, into 4 to 6 units.
Circular features are common and average diameter (outer circle} is
17.5 kilometers. Thirty-five of these features were identified in the area
'	 covered by frame n7035--23221 (Table 2) A separate overlay (Plate ;^} was
prepared showing only the circular features and several sets of grids
connecting the features. One best fit has a major grid at N27°W with a
spacing of 28.1 km (and a subsidiary spacing of 1fi.7 km) and N78°W.
Another grid i s approximately E-4J and N15°^ (Tabl e 3) .
^^, - 5
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Table 2. Circular Features---Frame #1035--23221
Diameter of Outer Circle
Km
3.5
5.0
6.5
7.a
7.5
9.0
10.0
1 `^ . 0
11.5
12.0
12. 5
15.0
20,0
21.0
30.0
Fiverage	 11.5
Frequency
1
l
1
1
2
5
6
2
2
6
1
l
1
1
35
c_ G
^_
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Table 3. Orid Connecting Circular features
Narmal to Grid
Prime Spacing Secondary Spacing
N27°W SET 30.0 km 15.0 km
25.0 km 17.5 km
27.5 km 17.5 km
30.0 km 16.7 avg	 {10.4)
28.1 avg (17.6 mi)
N78°W SET 15.0 km 22.5 km
15.0 km 2 3.5 km
16.5 km 23.0 avg	 (14.3 mi)
17.5 km
12.5 km
16.0 km
16.0 km i
15.7 avg (9.8 mi)
Orthogonal 5pacin s
N27°Ld SET 28.1 km 16.7 km
N78°u^ SET 15.7 km 23.0 km
^` 7
iMineralization
encouraging correlations between circular features and mineralized
areas are noted for some of our test areas (Ray, Ok Tedi, Ely). Metallogenic
data from company files was compared with ERTS lineation studies to deter--
r
mine any relationships present in the Mt. Perry test area. Mineral occur
rences and porphyry copper prospects are shown on Plate 3.
Comparison of the metallogenic data and ERl'S lineation studies shawl
essentially no relationship between circular features and mineralized areas.
I^owever, of four known porphyry copper prospects in the area covered by
Plate 3, one, Mt. Cannindah, is on a circular feature
^-8
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ERTS !aEOLOCYIC MAP
Frame 1035-23221 (27 August, 1972) was geologically mapped and results
are compared with published maps. The ERTS map base was a 1:1,000,000,
black-and-white print in MSS band 7. Frequent reference was made to the
1:500,000 color composite (M5S bands 4, 5, and 7}, to a 1:1,000,000 print
of MSS band 5 and to various color composites produced from MSS hands 4, 5,
fi,and 7 on an I 2S Addco7 operated by the interpreter.
Plate ,shows the resultant geologic map and a published structural
sketch map of part of the area covered by the frame. Fifteen map units and
an undifferentiated area are recognized an ERTS imagery. With the exception
of recent alluvium (Unit 15) and some obvious intrusive igneous relation-
ships (Units 5, 7, and 72) rack types cannot 6e diffierentiated on i-he ERTS
imagery without assistance from ground data.
In spite of t;^e constraints on ERTS interpretation caused by lack of
lithalogic data, a reasonable reconnaissance map was produced after several
days' study. The accuracy of this map cannot be determined because the
published data for the area is mostly from reconnaissance photo and ground
data and cannot be considered as a reliable base far comparative evaluation.
However, the ERTS map contains all significant structural data (folds and
faults) shown by the published maps.
The geologic mapping part of this study does indicate that geologic
maps can be prepared from ERTS imagery in non-forested orogenic belts and
that these maps have sufficient data to permit regional geologic evaluations
and assist explorationists in planning detailed surveys.
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Tectonic interpret^^tion of £RTS-7 imagery of the
Si1verton, Colorado test site
R. D. Prind7e and M. C. Erskine, Jr.
Earth Satellite Corporation
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Berkeley, California 94704
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PREFACE
This report is one of six similar reports which describe research
results accomplished by Earth Satellite Corporation under ERTS-1
project entitled, "Recognition of the geologic framework of porphyry
copper deposits on ERTS-1 imagery," PR 510 contract NAS5^21769.
A list of these six reports fiollotivs:
Haenggi, lJ. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic interpre-
tation of ERTS^1 imagery of the Ray, Arizona test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
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tation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Ely, Nevada test site:
Earth Satellite Gorp. rept,
Lyon, R.J.P, and Haenggi, ld. T., 1974, Geologic interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of the Mt. Perry, Queensland test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
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of ERTS-1 imagery of the 5ilverton, Colorado test site:
Earth Satellite Carp. rept.
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IrdTRODUCTIOi^
The Leadville, Golorado test site, originally chosen for this study,
was moved southwest to Silvertan, Golorado because of extensive cloud
and snow cover in the original area. The Silva:=ton area is shown on
Figure 1 along with the ERTS mosaic coverage used for the investigation.
The ERTS coverage of approximately 210,000 square miles was extended well
beyond the boundaries of the inner test area so that regional geological
features could be recognized and interpreted for their structural influence
on the Silverton area.
A mosaic of 23 ERTS frames was used to make a tectonic map. Table 1
lists t'ne ERTS frames used in the making of the tectonic map. Substi-
tution of dif^Ferent frames covering the same location enabled access to
more geologic detail because of differing cloud and snow cover, sun
angles and azimuths, and seasonal effects on vegetation. The ERTS imagery
used was black_and-white prints at a scale of 1:1,000,000. Most imagery
was channel 7, and occasionally channels 6 and 5 were used where quality
of the prints was variable. An effort was made to maintain uniform grey
levels throughout the mosaic.
The tectonic interpretation was performed on a transparency overlay
to the ERTS mosaic. A stream drainage transparency based on the 4forld
Aeronautical Chart Series, Scale 1:1,000,000, Lambert Conforma^ Conic
Arojection, was used for geodetic control. The drainage map was shifted
from each ERTS frame as the interpretation progressed aver the mo:,aic.
The distortion between the Universal Transverse Mercator (UT'^l) of the
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Figtrr^^ 1. Silverton, Colorado lest Site Location and ^Rl'S Imagery Coverage
Table 1. 5iivertan, Calarada ERTS Imagery
I.D. ]Number
	
Center
& Ghanne7	 Coordinates	 Sun Angie & Azimuth
7009-1707- 5 N 40 -24/W 103 -32 Sun E1 56 Az 124
1009-17075-6 N 38-59/W 104-02 Sun E1 57 ,^z 122
1009-17082-7 N 37-33/W 704-30 Sun E1 57 Az 119
7070-17143-5 N 36-02/W 70b-26 Sun J=1 5$ Az 117
1073-17311--6 N 38-36/W 000-00 Sun E7 53 Az 130
1013-7 7313-6 N 37-7 i /W 000-00 Sun E7 53 Az 7 28
1047-17200--5, 7 N 37-30/W 10726 Sun Ei 49 Az 136
7065-77795-7 N 36-05/W 107-57 Sun E1 45 Az 142
1065-17202-7 N 36-05/ld 107-51 Sun E7 45 Az 742
1066-17245-7 N 40-20/W 107-49 Sun E1 42 Az 146
7066-17257-6, 7 N 38-54/W 108-79 Sun E1 43 Az 145
1066-•17254-6, 7 N 37-2$/W 108-•47 Sun E1 44 Az 143
706617260-6 N 36-03/W 709-15 Sun E7 45 Az 142
11$9-77084••6, 7 N 3$-58/W 104•-05 Sun E1 26 Az 747
7189-•17091-6, 7 N 37-32/W 104-34 Sun E1 27 Az 147
1189-17093-5 N 36-06/W 105-07 Sun E1 28 Az 146
1790-17143--7 N 39-00/W 105-29 Sun E1 26 Az 147
1790-17145-7 N 37-35/W 105-57 Sun E7 27 Az 746
7791-17202-6, 7 N 38-56/W 106-58 Sun E1 26 Az 147
7 1 97 -7 7204--6 , 7 N 37-30/W 7 07-27 Sun E1 27 Az 14b
1192-17254- 6 N 40--22/W 107- 55 Sun E1 26 Az 74$
1193--17372-7 N 40-24/W 109-23 Sun E1 26 Az 147
1209-17201-7 N 40-22/ld 106--34 Sun E1 30 ^'.z 145
'^09-77203-7 N 38-56/41 707-03 Sun E1 31 Az 144
7270-77262-7 N 38-54/lJ 708-31 Sun E1 32 Az 144
1210••17264-7 N 37-29/W 10$-59 Sun E1 33 Az 743
1261-17703-•7 N 34-41/W 705-45 Sun E1 52 Az 129
1262-17167-7 N 34-41/W 107-10 Sun El 53 Az 128
129$-77142-7 N 40-27/4! 105-14 Sun E1 59 Az 126
1298-77153-7 N 36-71/W 106-40 Sun E7 61 Az 118
7299-17200-7 N 40-•27/U! 106-44 Sun Ei 59 Az 125
7 299•-7 7203-7 N 39-01,'W 7 07-12 Sun E7 60 Az 7 23
1299-•17205-7 N 37--35/W 107--40 Suri E7 611 Az 120
1299-17212-7 N 36-09/W 108-08 Sun E1 1 Az 117
1299-17214-7 N 34•-44/W 108-36 Sun E1 67 Az 175
1301-17373-5 N 40-27/W 109-37 Sun ^"7 60 Az 125
1301-7 737 5-7 N 39-07 /4J 110--06 Sun E1 60 Az 122
1315-•17091-7 N 37-32/W 104-52 Sun E1 62 Az 115
1318-•17265--7 N 36-10/W 109-33 Sun E^1 62 Az 112
1353-17192-7 N 40-77/4! 106-45 Sun E1 60 Az 719
1352-17134-7, 5 N 40-21/41 105-17 Sun E7 60 Az 118
C^ ^ 3
as to
Aug. 1, 1972
Aug . 1 , 1972
Aug . 1 , 1972
Rug. 2, 1972
Aug . 23 , 7 972
Aug. 23, 1972
Sept. 8, 1972
Sept. 26, 1972
Sept. 26, 7972
Sept. 27, 1972
Sept. 27, 1972
Sept. 27, 1972
Sept . 27 , 1972
Jan. 28, 1973
Jan. 28, 1973
Jan. 28, 7973
Jan. 29, 7973
Jan. 29, 1973
Jan. 30, 1973
Jan. 30, 1973
Jan . 31 , 1973
Feb. 1, 1973
Feb . 17 , 1973
Feb. 17, 7 973
Feb. 78, 1973
Feb. 78, 1973
Apr. 70, 1973
Apr. 77, 7973
May 77, 1973
relay 17 , 1973
May 18, 7973
May 78, 7973
May 78, 1973
t^fay 18 , 1973
^^ay 78, 1973
l4ay 20 , 1973
^^lay 20 , 1973
June 3, 1973
June 6, 1973
July 17 , 1973
July 10, 7 973
°'^
_^
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ERTS imagery and the conic projection of the aeronautical chart over
one frame in this latitude is insignificant, and it is felt location in-
accuracies over the entire area do not exceed 2 mm {2 kilometers).
R NE -trending intrusive axis {three para7leI faults) shown on
Plate 1 is mapped with greater detail on January 30, 1973 ERTS coverage
{7191--I 7204-6 and 7191-17202-6) than an imagery from September 27, 1973
and May 18, 1973. This greater detail is possible because the low,
oblique sun angle (27°) of the winter imagery {as opposed to 44° in the
fa11 and 60° in the spring) casts shadows that aid in detecting subtle
topographic changes associated with faults. Light snow cover on the
January imagery also enhanced the fault systems by increasing the
contrast between shadowed and unshadawed areas. Grouped around the
three parallel faints are numerous circular features that are interpreted
to be either calderas or near-surface intrusions.
Another example of the advantage of repetitive coverage in the
detection and mapping of faults can be seen by comparing an ERTS frame
from 18 May 1973 (1299--77200-5-6-7) with a frame from 17 July 1973 (1353-
17192^5-6--7). A N-5 fault trending along the west side of North Basin
can be easily traced on the latter. The 78 May coverage has the same
spectral response for all types of vegetation, with some snow coverage ?`
the higher elevations, but the fault cannot be recognized at aI7. The
range of grey levels on the 71 July imagery is sharp along the fault trace
and is attributed to the lower moisture content of the soils at this time
of the year which, in turn, has changed the spectral response of differing
vegetation types. Species of vegetation that inhabit higher elevations
appear darker, and the combination of vegetation, subtle relief and
absence of snow cover permits recognition of the fault trace. Tt should
[^ _	 4
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be noted that the sun angles and azimuths were very similar for the tti•^o
frames (18 ^iay, 59° and 125°; 11 July, 6Q° and 119°} and are not the reason
for the fault detection on the 11 July imagery.
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ERTS TECTONIC ^9AP
'f he ER7S Tectonic Map (Plate ^fo. 1} ^hows the following features:
{ 1 ) Mayor through-going lineations
(2) Folds, attitudes of bedding
{3) Circular features
(4) 7ec:tonic units.
In an effort to locate areas of passible mineralization, we inter-
prated circular features based on a r1e ,mber of different criteria; i.e.,
circular features, circular topograp^r;^ highs and laws, tonal contrast,
and cit•e^clar stream drainage patterns. In same cases these circular
features are grouped together in interlocking circles, their diameters
varying from a few large ones of 40 miles to numerous small ones with
diameters of 3 to 10 miles. In same cases they can be identified as
surface exposures of intrusive rocks, volcanic cones, ar ca1deras. In
other cases there are no surface outcrops of igneous rocks shown at their
locations on the Geologic Map of Colorado. in the latter case, the
features are interpreted as near-surface intrusions, or intrusions that are
not shown on the geologic map because they cannot be represented at a
scale of 1:500,[IuO.
If these features turn out to be near-surface intrusions not
previously mapped, they would then constitute an exploration target and
warrant a closer examination by ground investigations and geophysical
surveys. Most of these circular features occur along the Colorado Mineral
Belt, San Juan Volcanic Plateau, and to the north in the Front Range
Upl ift.
The criteria used in defining the tectonic units a •re based partly on
those shown in the Tectonic Map of the Etnited States (1962) for this
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locality. It should be noted that these units are more conventional than
those devised from the ERTS studies oi' Arizona and Nevada.
Boundaries have been assigned to tectonic units based on changes in
the following observable features:
(l} Regional direction of lineations, folds, and attitudes
of beds ,
`	 (2) Dii^fering texture and tonal patterns,
(3} Relief that is a function of recent structural movement,
(4) Relative abundance of major rock types,
(5} Density of structural, stratigraphic and geomorphic features.
The location of these boundaries can be assigned with a high degree
of confidence in the areas where abrupt changes occur between the above
features. In other areas the transition between tectonic units is
gradual, and in these areas the boundary locations represent broader zones
and have been dashed accordingly.
The Colorado Mineral Belt can be identified on ERTS imagery as three
general trends consisting of parallel faults. The southernmost trend that
is ,^^o.:n in Plate 7 is a N70°E trend (three parallel faults} that can be
traced from the southwest of Silverton mining district to just north of
Bonanza (approa^imately 130 miles). The next subunit is a N^S •Fault
system that extends north (approximately 60 miles} from Bonanza to the
Breckenridge mining district, not shown on Plate 1, where two predominant fault
systems intersect; one being slightly curvilinear and trending E-ir1 ^ l0°
while the other trends N45°E.
4	 '.
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COP^1PRRiSOi'^ OF ERTS TECTOPlIC P9AP !'lITH PQ8LI5^-iEQ
TECTONIC, AEROh"^^NETIC., GR^IVITY,
IPdTRUSZQiJ, AND i^I1VERAL .PgAPS
Comparison between the ERTS tectonic map and Plate 2, "Published
Tectonic Map of Silverton, Colorado ERTS Test 5ite," shows that:
(l} There are many more faults on the ERl •S map than there
are on the published map.
(2) The two maps do not show good agreement on the location
of faults.
(3) Only three circular features appear an the published map
(compared to mare than ^0 mapped on ERTS} but these three
agree with those locations mapped from ERTS,
(4} The configuration of the structural contours on the
published map is in excellent agreement ^vith the
tectonic unit boundaries assigned on the ^.RTS. A
large, circular feature (approximately 32 miles in
diameter) mapped on ERTS in the San Juan Basin agrees
with a predominant nosing of the structural contour lines
for the same location and is interpreted to be a
reflection of basement relief,
(5) Locations of dikes are more accurately drawn from the
ERTS.
(5) Most rock types are not easily identified from ER1°S,
and for this reason were not mapped on the tectonic map.
The three parallel faults associated with the Colorado Mineral Belt,
although not as apparent, can be interpreted as linears on the regional
^—	 ,,
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Aeromagnetic Map of Colorado by I. Zietz and R. Kirby, Jr. (1972} and the
Aeromagnetic Map of The Central Colorado Plateau, Utah, Colorado and
Arizona, USGS Open File Report (1970}. We believe the magnetic trends
(Plate 3) are due to faults in the Precambrian basement that have been
rejuvenated in Laramide and Tertiary times. These faults, especially the
one aligned with sate Tertiary intrusions (Silverton and Animas areas},
•	 have acted as fissures for magma to reach the surface from the base of
the crust.
Same of the magnetic highs on Plate 3 correspond to the circular
features on the ERTS tec;.onic map (Plate l) and therefore probably
represent near-surface intrusive rocks. Similar results were reported by
Case and Joesting X1972) in their analysis of regional aeromagnetic and
gravity anomalies from the central Colorado Plateau that correlate
polygonal fracture patterns with laccolithic intrusions emplaced near
intersections of basement fracture zones.
A possible theory for the two NE trends shown on ERTS imagery and
verified by aeromagnetic data is that they represent a remnant spreading
center that never fully developed, with the N--S trend being a transform
fault. Plate 4, "Laramide and Late Tertiary Intrusions, Mineral
Occurrences, Negative Gravity Contours on Orairage Base hiap," shows that
mast of the mineralization is along these NE trends and not along the
N-S itransform) trend.
Tweto (1963} stated that "The mineral belt follows an ancient zone
of weakness defined by northeast--trending shear zones of Precambrian age
in a belt 10-35 miles wide. Individual shear zones or clusters of zones
are spaced from a mile ar less to many miles apart. In most parts of
	
,_^.,:>	 the belt, a major northeast-trending shear zone is flanked by lesser shear
zones in an echelon arrangement.
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"Daring Paleozoic and Mesozoic time, minor differential movements
occurred repeatedly ire the regional zone of shearing, as retarded by
thinning, wedgeauts, and changes in facies of several sedimentary forma-
tions along the zo:^e.
"1^lith the asset of the Laramide orogeny, magma Invaded the regional
zone of shearing and imparted to it the conspicuous features that char--
acterize the mineral belt--intrusive igneous bodies and ore deposits. 	 .
Fault movement occurred along the zone at this stage also but was on a
smaller scale than it had been previously."
We believe that the satellite imagery with its synoptic view does
an excellent job of highlighting this NE trend and associated shear
zones, as has been noted on our ERTS tectonic map (Plate l).
Plate 4, mentioned earlier, displays the fallowi^^g published
information of the same area as Plate 7:
(1) taramide and late Tertiary intrusions,
(2) Mineral occurrences,
(3) ^fegative Bouguer Gravity Contours, and
(4) Drainage map.
This plate was used in the interpretation by placing the transparency
master over the ERTS tectonic map and directly comparing lineations and
circular features to the known intrusives and mineral locations. A
number of the intrusions line up with fault zones mapped from the ERTS,
whereas, circular features often occurred around intrusions. The mineral
occurrences were often located near circular features, and a number of
nearby features vlarrant further analysis as possible mineral targets. The
gravity-27a miiligal contour line taken from the "Bouguer Gravity Anomaly
rtap of the llnited States," 195, outlines the Colorado Mineral Belt and 	
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its associated mines. This negative anomaly outline,attributed to density
contrasts resulting from differing rock types close to the surface, follows
the higher topographic features in the Rockies. This suggests that the
mountains are composed of lighter material and, according to Airy's
Hypothesis, that under mountains the base of the crust would penetrate
further into a heavier substratum making the "roots" of the mountains
•	 account for a deficiency of mass ^^e7ow the mountains.
The detailed "Lineation Interpretation of ERTS Imagery for Geologic
Struc`±ire" for the inner test area shown in Plate 5 was analyzed for
para11e1 fault strike trends. Plate 6, "Photo Irdex," sFiows the key EFTS
frame centers and gives the identification numbers that were used in the
detailed lineation interpretations. The isolated fault segments were
connected Into regional systems on a separate map (not shown) to develop
four separate systems of E^-W (^70°), N-S (±70°}, N45°£ and N^5°4!.
The repetition in the E-W system is well developed and shows S, 16, and
^5 mile spacings between trends. The N-5 is poorly developed and the
N45°E is clustered around the center of the Colorado Mineral Belt. The
N45°W system is hard to recognize except when viewed on the 21 frame
mosaic.
Comparison of ERTS imagery to a strip of photos of Skylab color
phatogra^hy taken on dune 5, 7973 (scale 7:500,000} of an area along the
northern boundary of the San dean 5asin located north and east of Durango,
Colorado, shows that many of the lineations observe^.i in the ERTS could not
be detected an the Skylab photography. The main reasons offered for this
are the law look (sun) angle of the ERT5, sma17-scale imagery that enables
regional faults that are obscured locally due to alluvium to be recognized,
and the light snow cover that adds contrast to the black-and-white ERTS prints.
^'" 
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C q;VCLUSI0^15 A^lD RECOMMENDATIgNS
In stammary, it is felt that the ERTS Colorado study has produced the
following significant concepts:
(7) ERTS imagery displays for the first time a synoptic view of the
Colorado ^^ineral Beit as a regional fault graben-calder•a complex.
(2) This ^E trending tectonic feature (item 7} might be a
remnant spreading center that is cut by a transform
fault.
;3} Regional mosaics of ERTS imagery are useful for making
maps to guide exploration when combined with published
data.
(4} Some of the circular features observed on ERTS imagery
might prove to be potential targets of mineralization,
and these areas should be a;^aiyzed further.
(,} Lineation studies of ERiS imagery can be an inexpensive
exploration tool for gaining information on Precambrian
basement faulting tha.^t has been rejuvenated in Laramide
and Tertiary times. These studies would be useful in
areas that do not have aeromagnetic coverage in that the
fault trends associated with mineralization could Liven be
used to design aeromagnetic flight lines to be at right
angles to these trends, thus enhancing the amplitude of
the anomalies over the faults. The interpretation of
lineations from both ERTS and aeromagnetic maps is useful
in chat it gives the explorationist a more complete
picture of structures associated with ore deposits.
^"
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It is recommended that an inter^pr^etation of Chase frames shown in
Plate 6 ^black^and-white) and summe^time imagery (calar composites} at
a scale of I:2f^0,000 would add mare de^:ai1 at those 7ocatians that look
like promising targets of passible mineralization.
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PREFACE
This report is one: of six similar reports which describe ^°?search
results accomplished by Earth Satellite Corporation under ERTS--1
project entitled, "Recognition of she geologic frame^vark of parp'nyry
capper deposits on ERTS-1 imagery," PR 510 contract i^AS5-2i 769.
A list of these six reports follows:
Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. G., Jr., 1974, Tectonic interpre-
tation of ERTS--1 imager , of the Ray, Arizona test site:
Earth Satellite Carp. rept.
^laenggi, !^. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, 7ectanic interpre-
tation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Eiy, Nevada test site:
Earth Satellite Carp. rept.
Lyon, R.J.P, and Haenggi, W. T., 1974, Geologic interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of the Mt. Perry, Queensland test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
Prindle, R. d., and Erskine, M. G., Jr., 1974, Tectonic Interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of thr: Silverton, Colorado test site:
Earth Satellite Carp< repti,
Prindle, R. 0. , Haenggi , W. T. , and Erskine, ^^i. C. , Jr. , 1974,
Linear map and geologic interpretation of ERT5-1 imagery
in the Tanacross, Alaska test site: Earth 5atellit^^ Corp.
rapt.
Prindle, R. 0., Lyon, R.J.P., Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr.,
1974, Tectonic interpretation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Qk
Tedi, Papua New Guinea test site: Earth Satellite Corp.
rapt.
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rNTRODUCTZON
The Tanacross test area is in eastern Alaska between latitudes 62°N
and 64°15^! and longitudes 139°15'E .nd 144°E {Figure l}. Elevations within
the area range from 610 meters, in the Northway Basin, to 2592 meters in
the Nutzotin ^+lountains in th? southern portion of the area.
Figure 1 shows the location of ERTS imagery and Table 1 lists the
frames used in the study. A mosaic of 12 black-and-white ERTS prints of
channels 6 and 7 at a <cale of l:l,,:r^r';000 was used for the investigation.
Six frames urere used in the inner test area to give adequate cloud-free
coverage (Table 1). Plate 1, "Photo index and f^tineral Prospect Locations,"
shows centers and identification numbers of frames used in the inner
test area along with capper and molybdenum occurrences. Lyle find low sun-
angle {20°-25°) imagery best for mapping lineations and high sun-angle
(36°--40°) color composite imagery (bands 4, 5 and 7} best for mapping geo-
lagica1 contacts and distinguishing rock types. The high northern latitude
and early hour {approximately 10:20 a.m.) at which the satellite crossed
the test area, resulted in dark {still shaded) valleys and northern slopes
of mountain ranges that hinders interpretations.
A large side overlap {approximately 70 percent) of adjacent flight
paths occurring in the far northern latitudes is helpful for choosing
cloud-free portions of frames for complete mosaic coverage of the test
area.
The ERTS Lineation and Geological interpretatian {Plate 2) was performed
on a transparent overlay to the ERTS mosaic. A stream drainage transparency
a	
based on thE^ti^lorld Aeronautical Chart Series, C--9, D-il and D-l2 (Scale
1:1,000,000 - Lambert Conformal Conic Projection) provided geodetic control.
^crn^,r^ PA^G^ B^ NaT ^^
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STATUTE	 Y11.E5
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Figure ^. Tanacross, Alaska fes^ Area
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Table 1. Tanacross, Alaska ERTS Imagery
Sun C7oud^'
Date I.	 D.	 No. Center Coord. E7. Az. Cover	 ro
$-18-72 1026-20205 6548N 1390241 36.2 162.4 0
$--18-72 1026-20211 6427N 14025W 37.3 160.5 "
$-1$-72 1026-20214* 6306N 14150W 3$.4 75$.7 "
$-7$-72 7026-20220* 6144N 14249W 39.4 757.0
$-27-72 1029-20387 6532N 7433$W 35.4 162.4 "
$-21-72 1029-20383 6417N 14459W 36.5 160.6 "
9-03-72 1042-20100* 6403N 13756W 32.3 162.3 "
9-04-72 1043-20761 6241N 14033W 33.0 160.9 "
9-04-72 1043-20163 6779N 74142W 34.2 159.3 "
9-05-72 1044-20212*^' 6403N 14043W 31.5 162.6 70
9-05--72 1044-20215*** 6242N 1475744 32.7 161.0 "
9-24-72 1063-21)271*** 6404N 14206W 24.5 165.5 "
9--24-72 1063-20273**-*** 6242N i4319W 25.7 154.1 "
9-24-72 1063-202$0** 6720N 14427W 26.8 762.8 "
9-25-72 1G64-20337 6247N 1444641 25.3 164.3
9-25-;2 1054-20334 6119N 14555W 26.5 162.9
9--27-72 1066-20444 6246N 14734W 24.5 154.6
10--09-72 7078-20103*--*** 6249N 1385641 20.0 160,.2 "
i0^09-72 707$-20105*--*** 6126N 140054) 21.2 165.0 "
^., ,_
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1:7;000,000 color composites from Channels 4, 5, & 7
**	 7:7,000,000 color composites from Channels 4, 5, 6,& 7
**	 7:1,000,000 bla^ ,._,^.,^...^.;^....^^.^^,.,...,r.,..^ .^^^ ,^^.,^ *^^^. ^,^..^ ^,^^,^^
-^	 Percent c 1 oud c
^estlmated by
Two color composites of channels 4, 5, b and 7 were made on an
^ 2S Addco7 in an effort to enhance vegetation and geological features,
Filter combinations and brightness control of the Addca7 accentuate vegetation
and terrain differences so that bedding attitudes and contacts can be more
easily mapped than on individual f ydmes from channels 6 and 7. Tan-to-
reddish-brawn hues are superior to commercially produced color composites
that do not utilize channel 6 and are a uniform red color. There is an
advantage in having the interpreter make color composites becaose color
combiners enable him to control the hue intensity, colors, and combinations
of channels to enhance geological features.
GEOLOGICAL. f'^4PPING
Plate 3 combines four published geologic maps that were used as
references in geological mapping on black and-white ERTS imagery, and color
composites of the test area. Color composites are better than imagery from
individual channels for identifying different 1ithological units. A
1:1,000,000 transparent color composite frame (channels 4, 5, and 7; 18 August
1972, I.D. Flo. 1025-20214), furnished by NASA, covering 90 percent of the test
area has excellent valor saturation and a wide variety of hues. Phis frame
has na snow cover, but has approximately 2O percent cloud cover. fortunately
most of the clouds are of the "popcorn'' variety and do not greatly hinder
interpretation. Color composites from October and September imagery are too
dar^C or too obscured b« snow for good interpretation work.
On ERTS color transparencies, many hues are observed irhat indicate
reflectance properties of the earth's surface in the O.5 to 1.1 ^m interval.
l^hen vegetation cover exceeds 20 to 30 percent, spectral signature and hues
on color transparencies are directly related to vegetation. piscrimination
between vegetation species is best between 0.5 and 0.7 um, whereas the
near-infrared range X0.7 to 1.1 um) is useful for determining vegetation
or soil/bedrock locations. Therefore, depending upon the vegetation cover,
it can be either an aid or hindrance to geological mapping.
In Alaska where vegetative cover is high and community patterns complex,
the interpreter must tai<e into consideration the contribt.ttion vegetation
makes in mapping litholagical units. Because aspect (steepness of slope and
position with relation to the sun) and elevation are factors that affect
distribution of p1 ant communities, it can be misleading to map geological
contacts based on changes in hue on ERTS color composites. In the test area,
the following vegetationY^nvironmental relationships were used for explaining
^^-
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differing colors and intensities while mapping contacts:
i
1. Vivid red---deciduous trees {usually aspens or poplars); generally 	 '
on south-facing slopes which have more sun exposure and little or no perma-
frost.
2. Light black or steel grey---high elevations that are bare Alpine
rocklands; rocky, shallow soils.
3. Dark red--dominantly white spruce; also black spruce and small
amounts of aspen; these are usually on mountain slopes with moderate-to
well-drained soils.
4. Pinkish-brawn--black spruce, tamaracks and small amounts of white
s p ruce ?ru deci^uaus trees, often located in low, cold depressions.
5. Browns--low growing plants {shrubs and herbs); boggy sites.
b. Dark black areas--burn areas.
7. fight orange--wi1laws and tall Arctic shrubs; often at higher
elevation,
Geological contacts mapped on color composites show agreement with those
shown an published maps (Plate 3). ^Jhen the previously-mentioned vegetation
and geomorphological effects are considered, the following generalities con-
cerning rock types mapped on ARTS and their corresponding descriptions given
by geological maps can be made:
1. Precambrian metamorphic rocks, e.g., schist, gneiss and some volcanic
rocks appear chocolate brown or grey. The terrain appears to have well-
rounded hi11s and curved stream patterns.
2. Paleozoic limestone sequence appears bright red.
3. Cretaceous volcanic rocks {andesite, diabase and basalt) appear very
bright red,
4. Quaternary puroclastic volcanic rocks are also very bright red and
usually form topographic ridges.
ti4	
-
5. hlesazaic banded shale and argillite, sandstone, and conglomerate
ov
appear light black and steel grey. This color might be due partly to
higher elevations in the Mentasta and Nutzatin mountains.
Glaciation throughout the test area hinders ERT5 geological mapping,
especially in areas of lower elevation where deglaciation features mask
underlying geology.
Hughes, et al., {1868) report that during bosh the Reid and P^cConnell
glacial advances (late t^isconsin) ice lobes, about 30 miles from the St.
Elias Mountains, expanded into the Wellesbey Bain and valleys in the
southeast corner of the test area. A transparency reduction (1:250,000 to
1:1;000,000) of "Glacial Map of Yukon Territory" from l^ughes, et al., paper,
overlaid on a 9 - 1/2" x 9-1/2" ERTS color transparency {1026-20214) of the
same area was useful for mapping glaciated areas. Areas of non-glaciation
have more potential far
mineralization can be m^
for supergene enrichmen'
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TECTO^f ^ CS
The test area can be divided into two tectonic units: (1) the Denali
Fault located in the southern half of the test area, and (2} the Yukon-
Tanana Dpland located in the northern part of the test area (Plate 2).
Major characteristics of the Denali Fault unit are: abundant N80°W (x-10°)
lineations parallel and in part constituting the Denali Fault system which
control topography and a geosynclinal downwarp that is consistent with
this trend in the southeast corner of the area but departing to a northward
trend to the west. The characteristics of the Yukon-Tanana Upland unit are
numerous circular features {shown on Plate 4), arcuate lineations and
mountainous terrain.
The apex of the Alaska Oroc.line (Carey 1955 and Grantz 1973) lies
200 miles to the west. The f^80°W trending fold belts and strike-s1~^
faults, when observed on the E^tTS mosaic., bend more F-W in direction the
further west they are traced; whsle in the eastern edge of the mosaic the
structural trends are X140°W.
Churkin {1973} reports the Cordilleras geosyncline began a new
pattern of high tectonic activity in the Jurassic which lasted throughout
most of the h'^esozoic and locally continued Into the Cenozoic. The general
pattern of Mesozoic, and to a lesser degree Tertiary, basins and uplifts
tends to be arcuate and follows the Paleozoic trends, reflecting a strong
influence of PrQcambrian and Paleozoic basement on the developing tectonic
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features. The test area is transversed by the Denali fault; to the north
is another strike-slip fault zone called the Tintina Trench (Figure 2}.
This area has been subjected to two dynamic forces: (1) oroclinal bending
and/or strike-slip movement, and (2} uplift and ba^holith emplacement
(Mesozoic).
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Figure 2. Map of A'aska Showing Known and Suspected Large
Strike--5;in Faults and Selected Linear Features.
Modified from Frantz, 1973}.
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Key to Faults and Linear Features Shown an Figure 2
,;
Denali Fault System
(iA) to (1D) Denali fault
(lA)	 Farewj^^^l segment
{lg}	 Hines Creek strand
(1 C)
	 R9cKinley strand
(l D)
	 Shakwak Valley segment
{2) Togiak-Tikchik faint
(3) Holitna fault
(4} Chilkat River fault zone
(5) Chatham Str,^it fault
Faults and lineaments in sou^;^^western and central Alaska
{^} Castle Mountain fault system
(7) Iditarod-i^ixon Fork -Fault
{8) Aniak--Thompson Creek fault
(9} Conjugate strike--s7ip faults in the Yukon delta region
(l0) Kaltag fault
(ll} Stevens Creek fault zone
(12} Porcupine lineament
(13 } Yuk` 7 F1 ats di sconti nui ty and fain t
(14} 7intina fault zone and 7intina trench
(15) Kobuk trench
Faults and lineaments in southeastern Alaska
(l6) Fairweather faint
(l 7} Peril Strait fault
(l8} Chichagof^Sitka fault
(l9) Clarence Strait lineament
,,	 _
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fJorth of the target area, the Tintina fault ( trough) can be easily
traced on ERTS imagery by the narrow valley that parallels the Yukon River
and effectively separates the unmetamorphosed Precambrian-through-Mesozoic
stratigraphy on its north side from strongly metamorphosed sedimentary and
volcanic rocks on its south side. South of the Tintina Fault zone, tectonic
style is dominated by intrusions i nto metamorphic rocks ( circular features
as seen on FRTS imagery).
St. Amand ( 1957, Lathram ( 1964}, Grantz ( 1973) and others have sug-
Bested that 80--240 km	 of right-lateral strike-slip displacement has
occurred along the Qenali Fault system (over 2150 km long; Grantz, 1973}.
Their evidence for this ^ s from displacement of Paleozoic and tertiary
rocks along the fault. We have not measured this displace^^ent on FRTS
imagery because we cannot accurately identify corresponding rock types on
opposite sides of the fault.
We postulate that maximum tectonic activity in the test area is due
to: (7) strike-slip faulting, (2} northward bending of the Alaska Gro--
cline, and ( 3} bathalith emplacement accompanied by reju^lenation of Pre-
cambrian and Paleozoic fracture systems and structural trends which acted
as plumbing systems for copper and molybdenum -bearing hydrotherma1 solutions.
^^ -	 11i
COMPARISON BET^IEEN ERTS AND AERdMAGNETIC DATA
A number of magnetic anomalies shown by Plate 5 correspond to topo-
graphic features noted on the ERTS mosaic. The positive magnetic anomaly
indicated on Plate 5 as `1` corresponds to a circular feature mapped in-
dependently on ERTS imagery (Plate 3) and interpreted as a near--surface
intrusion. Plate 3, Compilation of Published Geologic Maps, shows a number
of circular intrusions in the test area that correlate to magnetic highs,
which are not recognizable on the ERTS imagery. Features Z and 3, indicated
on Plate 5, correlate to topographic ridges that are Interpreted to be
composed of volcanic rocks. Feature 2 can also be interpreted as a fault
zone with post-fault mineralization. Plate 2, ERTS f.ineation and Geological
Interpretation, shows a lineation zone along this fault.
Dashed contact lines are placed around anomalies that are interpreted to
be due to contrasting rock types. Many of these anomalies correspond to
topographic features and geological formations with similar boundaries, that
are recognized on ERTS imagery.
About half the magnetic lineations do not agree with lineations shown
on Plate 2. Re-examination of ERTS imagery shows that some of these
features are edges of topographic features, or straight segments of streams,
which implies that they are faults. Those that do not correspond to features
observable on the imagery are explained as (1} deep-seated faults in the
basement which may not be reflected in the surface rocks, (Z} location dis-
crepancies caused by excessive flight line separations and altitudes, and
(3) lineation is not correctly interpreted.
l
1Z
^;
x	 x
Intersection	 x
of 4 lineations
x	 x
x	 x	 x
x
t
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Table 2. Copper, ^7alybdenum Locations that
Coincide with Mapped ERTS Features
P9i neral
Occurrence
ERTS
Location	 Circular
Plo.	 Element	 Feature
1 Mo
2 Cu
3 Cu x
4 Cu
5 Mo x
5 Cu
7 Cu x
8 Cu x
9 Cu x
l0 Mo
17 Cu
12 Cu x
13 Cu x
1 ^ Mo
15 Cu C1 as
7 6 Mo
17 Mo x
^^ ^Io aeramagneti c coverage i
Aeramagnetic
	 ERTS
ERTS	 Geological
Lineation
	
Anomaly	 Lineation	 Contact
x	 Q
x
11- l4
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CORRELATION OF ^^iiNERAL OCC^fRi^i=NCi±S AND
FEATURE NOTES ON ERTS INfAGERY
Mineral occurrences taken from Cobb {1960, Plate 1) show gGOd correla--
Lion to mapped i:RTS features ;Plates 2 ^,id 4) and excellent correlation to
aeromagnetic anomalies (Plate 5).
Table 2 was constructed by superimposing transparency copies of plates
1, 2, 4 and 5 and tabulating the occurrences of features interpreted on
ERTS imagery with the mineral locations. Re-examination of ERTS imagery at
some mineral locations showed that subtle circular or half-circular features
and smai7 lineations had been over^iooked. The diameters of these circ^.alar
features range from 3 to 6 km and show gaud agreement with similar features
associated with porphyry copper mines in Arizona and Nevada.
Correlation between ERTS-;napped lineations and positive aeromagnetic
anomalies is excellent, Four of the five parameters noted occur at
Location l2 and six locations {3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 13} have three parameters
present. Geological contacts have the poorest correlation factor, which
may be due to the inability to distinguish them on ERTS imagery.
We believe that a similar correlation of ERTS and aeromagnetic features
will be useful as an exploration guide for new copper and molybdenum deposits,
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PREFACE
This report is one of six similar reports which describe research
results accomplished by Earth Satellite Corporation under ERTS-1
project entitled, "Recognition of the geologic framework of porphyry
copper deposits on ERTS-1 imagery," PR 510 contract NA55-21769.
A list of these six reports follows:
Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic interpre-
tation of ERTS-7 imagery of the Ray, Arizona test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
>laenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974, Tectonic interpre-
tation of ERTS-1 imagery of the Ely, Nevada test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
Lyon, R.J.P, and Haenggi, W. T., 1974, Geologic interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of the Mt. Perry, Queensland test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
Prind7e, R. 0., and Erskine, M. C., dr., 1974, Tectonic Interpretation
of ERTS-1 imagery of the Silvertan, Colorado test site:
Earth Satellite Corp. rept.
Prind7e, R. 0., Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine, M. C., Jr., 1974,
Linear map and geologic interpretation of ERTS-7 imagery
in the Tanacross, Alaska test site: Earth Satellite Corp.
rept.
Prind7e, R. 0., Lyan, R.J.R., Haenggi, W. T., and Erskine,
1974, Tectonic interpretation of ERT5-1 imagery of
Tedi, Papua Ne+: Guinea test site: Earth Satellite
rept.
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INTRO011CTION
The Ok Tedi {Mt, Fubilan) porphyry capper deposit is in northwest
Papua on the Tsland of New Guinea. The exact location is l4l°8'14" East
longitude, and 5°12`27" South latitude, an the southern slopes of the
Victor Emanuel Mountain range near the headwaters of the Fly River,
about 15 kilometers east of the irdest Irian^Papual Border (Figure 1).
Relief at the deposit is 1800 meters and elevation ranges from sea level
to 4000 meters within the test area. Annual rainfall at Ok Tedi is around
400 inches, and the entire region is covered by dense tropical rain forest.
Temperatures range from about 59° to 90° Fahrenheit.
Figure 1 shows ERTS mosaic coverage used for the investigation. The
ERTS coverage of approximately 280,000 square kilometers extends beyond
the boundaries of the inner test area so that regional geological features
can be recognized and interpreted for their structural influence on the
Ok Tedi test site.
A mosaic of 9 ERTS firames was used to make a tectonic map. Table 1
lists ERTS frames Used in making the tectonic map, and Plate ? "photo
Index" shouts key ERTS frame centers and identification numbers. i'he mosaic
is composed of black-and-white prints of channels 6 and 7 at a scale of
1:1,000,000 (channel 5 is best for geological interpretation). Two color
composite prints from bands 4, 5, and 7 at a scale of 1:500,000, and two
color composites fram bands 4, 5, 6, and 7 at a scale of 1:100,000 were used
for supplementary interpretations.
'^	 The tectonic interpretation was performed an a transparency overlay to 	 ':
the ERTS mosaic. A stream drainage transparency based on ERTS imagery
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`Cable 1. Ofc I'edi E^`C5 Imagery
pate	 I. D. No.	 Ceni;er Coord.
Mosaic (Black-and-white - Scale i:1 ,000,000}
i$ Aug.	 72	 1026-00023-6,7 5 05-50/E 143-60
102b--00030-6 ,7 5 07-16/E 143-40
79 Aug.	 72	 7027-00075-6,7 5 04-71/E 142-52
1027-OOOSl-6,7 s 05-39/E 142-32
1027-00084-6,7 5 07-06/E 142-I2
1027-00090-6 ,7 S 08-32/E 141-52
20 Aug. 72	 1028-00134-b,7 S 04-24/E 147-28
1028--00140-6,7 S 05-50/E 141-08
1028-OOI43-6,7 S 07--77/E 140-48
Sun
	
Cloud*
E1.	 Az. Cover
49 62 15
48 60 15
50 64 50
49 62 25
48 67 25
47 b0 35
50 64 40
49 62 I5
48 61 60
Color Composites (Scale 1:500,000)
20 Aug. 72	 1028-00734-4,5,7
	
S 04-24/E 74I-28
	
50	 64	 40
7028-OOi40-4,5,7
	
5 05-50/E I41-08
	
49	 62	 15
Color Composites (Scale 7:1,000,000}
20 Aug. 72	 1028-OO140--4,5,6,7
I9 Aug. 72	 1027--00081-4,5,5,7
*Percent of Cloud Cover estimated by EarthSat
{	 I	 I	 !	 i	 ^
combined with major stream locations taken from the ^lorld Aeronautical
Chart Series, M-13 (Scale 1:1,000,ODD, Lambert Conformal Conic Projection)
provided geodetic control. Unfortunately the two ERTS frames that cover
the inner test area have cloud cover in the mountain regions that obscures
many geological features, including the Ok Tedi deposit. These frames
have approximately 5D% scattered cloud cover in the mountain areas, but
are the best imagery availaale. The densely forested plain in the southern
part of the area has no detectable topography or ERTS imagery that can be
used as a guide for geom^^r^phic and structural mapping. Because lotiv sun
angles do not occur in equatorial regions, subtle relief features and
their shadows are not useful aids to geological interpretation. The imagery
for the major part of the test site has a ^#9° sun angle (August 2D, 1972)
which is low for this latitude. The plain to the north of the mountains
has low relief but geological features can be mapped in cloud-free areas.
Two color composites using channels 4, 5, 6, and 7 were made on an
I 2S Addcolin an effort to enhance vegetation and geological features.
Filter combinations and brightness control accentuate vegetation changes
so that bedding attitudes and volcanic features can be mare easily mapped
than on individua^ frames from channels 6 and 7. Tan--to^reddish-brawn hues
are superior to commercially produced color composites that do not utilize
channel 5 and are a uniform red color. There is an advantage in having
the interpreter make color composites because the color combiners enable
him to control the hue intensity, colors, and combination of channels to
enhance geological features. However, larger scale (1:500,000) prints
made from 9" x 9" negatives permit greater detail in mapping.
The spectral response of dense lush vegetation, on channel b, has a
uniform grey level (narrow range) on the black-and-white prints compared
to other geographical locations that are not jungle covered. The color
^^^^
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composites were, in yenera^, solid magenta, again reflecting dense vege-
tation. The Cebergte and Victor Emanuel Mountain ranges show darer hues
of red, indicating different species of trees and probably greater
precipitation than occurs on the plains. Immediately north of these moun-
tain ranges, in a high central plateau, there are a number of pinKish
colored areas. These are interpreted as areas where the forest has been
cleared for agricultural purposes. One of these areas occurs at latitude
5°7'S and longitude 142°25'^ near the town cif Kiaram.
Extensive cloud cover and heavy vegetation hinder tectonic mapping,
as anticipated. However, we believe that important geological information
pertaining to mineral exploration can be gained by mapping regional tectonic
features on ERTS imagery in remote jungle covered areas where very little
published data exists.
ERTS TECTONIC t^IRF
The ERTS Tectonic Map (Plate 2) shows:
1. Tectonic units
2. Folds, attitudes of bedding
3. Circular features
4. Major faults.
Plate 2 shows four tectonic units that strongly influence regional
topography. Units I and IV are flat plains, whereas Units II and III have
high relief and are the south and north slopes of a northwest-southeast
trending mountain range that runs the length of New Guinea.
As with the previously discussed test sites, the differentiation of
these u^^its is based an differences in relief, Iandforms, and drainage
density and pattern as interpreted from ERTS imagery.
The boundary between Tectonic Units TI and III is probably a canver--
gent plate junction between the Indian-Australian Plate and the Pacific
Plate, and is probably the site of a continent-island arc collision in
Middle Tertiary time (Hamilton, 1970; Dewey and Bird, 7970). Tectonic
Units I and TI farmed part of an epicontinental extension of the
Australian Continental Platform on the northward^maving Indian-Australian
P'iate, while the tectonic unit to the north {III) is possibly part of an
island arc on the west^nar^hwest moving Pacific Plate. The dominant west--
northwest trend of fold axes, bedding attitudes and faults, and the south--
southeast movement of thrust plates along the boundary between Tectonic
Units II and III is caused by compressiana7 shear stresses created by
Collision of the plates.
^7` ^
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The southern portion of Tectonic Unit II has a thick section of
sedimentary roc^;s with broad folds and has undergone relatively little
regional metamorphism. The attitudes of the sedimentary beds can be
easily identified, and the signature of them is similar to areas where
medium^to-fiine grained clastic rocks exist.
Tectonic Unit III has a number of para77e1, east trending valleys
with streams and smaller tributaries forming a trellis pattern. The
valleys are interpreted as fiau1t controlled and are longer than the ^ and
yW faults afi Unit II.
Tectonic Unit IV is a plain, characterized by circular features and
low ratio ofi range to valley area (1:4). The Sepik River fiollows a large
circular bend ( approximately 60 miles in diameter} as it flows to the
north around gently rolling mountains that contain a number of circular
feat,^res.
We believe that this large bend in the river may reflect a buried
igneous complex.
'	 ^^r^
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COMPARISON OF ERTS TECTONIC AHD DRAINAGE MAPS
	 {
WITH SLAR AND PIJBLI5HED TECTONIC AND GRAVITY MAPS
The Geologica' Map of Western Papua and Generalized Regional
Sections Across the Folded Setts of Papua produced by the Australasian
Petroleum Company Pty. (1961) are lacking in detail and do not fully
cover the test area. They should be updated by an interpretation from
ERTS imagery. A portion of the latter map (Figure 2) classifies the
Ok Tedi outer test area into four tectonic units: (1) shelf area,
(2} gently folded belt, (3} strongly folded belt, and (4} imbricated
zone with the boundaries being most likely arbitrary based upon global
tectonics and regional geology. These tectonic units correspond to the
ERTS classification of four tectonic units, except that '^.he boundary
between the shelf area and gently folded belt is much farther south
than the northern boundary of ERTS Unit I, which is placed at the 	 ^
contact between the plain and the base of the mountains. The gently
folded belt includes mast of the area that we map as Unit II, and
the strongly folded belt and imbricated zone are in general agreement
with our Units III and IV.
The following observations are noted in a direct comparison of
Plate 2, ERTS Tectonic Map, and the Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources
(B.M.R.) map, "The Geology of Papua New Guinea," Figure 3, page 10,
which was received after Plate 2 had been finished. Table 2 lists the
legend for Figure 3.
1. A portion of the boundary between Tectonic Uni^:s III and
IV (Plate 2} is located on the Frieda fault (Figure 3).
2. The Lagip fault zone (Figure 3} can be identified on
Plate 2 as a series of short fault segments on either
side of the fault trace shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Tectonic Map of Ulestern Papua. From Geological Results a^
Petroleum Fxpioratian in Western Papua 1937-1961, plate 2,
Generalized Pegianal Sections Across the Folded Belts of
Papua.
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3. The synclinal axis, associated bedding, and faultings
shown in Figure 3 at Q have been mapped on Plate 2.
4. More bedding and faults are mapped on Plate 2 than
Figure 3. Some of the bedding in plate 2 corresponds
to geological contacts on Figure 3.
5. The anticlinal feature at Q is mapped on Plate 2.
The ERTS interpretation in general agrees with that of the B.M.R.
map.
Plate 3, "SCAR lnterpretation," is from imagery produced on a Side-
Looking Airborne Radar (SCAR) survey performed far Kennecott Exploration
by Earth Satellite Corporai:ion. The survey was flown to collect imagery
for stream drainage in the Ok Tedi porphyry capper prospect area. This
region has extensive cloud cover throughout the year, making the acquisition
of conventional photography extremely difficult.
Plate 4, "Location Map of SCAR Features as Recognized on ERTS imagery,"
shows many of the same drainage, bedding, and ridgeline features (total
of 45 separate features} that are mapped on Plate 3. l^nfortunately, clouds
in the vicinity of the 0k Tedi deposit obstruct the known igneous intrusions
that could possibly be identified dirPCtly or interpreted by circular
drainage pltte'^ns or topographical features on ERTS imagery.
Although the ERTS imagery used to construct Plate 4 has a much
smaller scale (1:1,000,000} than the 5LA'; (1:216,000} and lower ground
resolution (75 meters vs. S meters}, a ^„otal of 45 different features
are identified. This indicates that, with supplementary data and ground
truth, ERTS imagery is useful for reconnaissance mapping in heavily
vegetated areas.
Plate 5, "ERTS Drainage Map,” (scale 1:500,000) shows detailed stream
	 '
drainage, ridgelines, SCAR coverage, and structural . control derived from
^'^- 12
the drainage. This interpretation was performed on color composites
composed of channels 4, 5, and 7. Reddish and pinkish hues caused by
dense vegetation lack goad contrast, and we believe that a 1:500,000
enlargement of channel b would give a wider range of contrast and be mare
suitable for drainage mapping in such areas. The lineation interpretation
shows a strong NW trend through the Ok Tedi region. We feel that these
lineations reflect a NW--trending fall or structural belt, approximately
100 kilometers wide, in which Tertiary and older sedimentary rocks, mcst1y
limestone and clastic rocks, have been intruded by hypabyssa7 stoc;f,s af'
F1io-Pleistocene age that R. W. Bamford (1972} refers to in a discussion
of the regional and structural setting of {fit. Fub7ian. The SLAB mosaic
composed of east-looking image strips with low illumination angle accen-
tuates this NW trend and is the model for the ARTS lineation mapping and
extension beyond the SLAR coverage.
It is interesting to note that a volcanic belt para11e7s this
hypabyssa7 trend to the east and extends across the four tectonic units.
7t can be traced from Bosavi Peak (latitude 6°38`, longitude 142°50`}
through the Mu11er Range (latitude 6°20`, longitude 142°30'), through two
unidentified or unr .^u+ed peaks in the 7hurnwald Range (latitude 4°50',
longitude 141°50') that appear to be of volcanic origin, to numerous
circular features in Tectonic Unit IV.
A 8ouguer Gravity NEap of the Ambunti Quadrangle 0 :250,000) shows a
'	 positive anomaly near the Sepik River (latitude 4°75`, longitude 142°35`)
that may be indicative of a near--surface intrusion. pence cloud cover at
this location on the ARTS imagery does not a11ow us to see if there are
any circular features that could be correlated with the gravity anamal,^°.
This location is 200 kilometers east of the large circular bend in the
Sepik River discussed under the ARTS Tectonic Nlap Section.
3 ^- 13
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CONCLUSIONS ANU RECOMMENDATIONS
ERTS imagery of tropical jungle locations is useful for recon-
naissance geological mapping if two criteria are met: (1} low cloud cav-
erage,and (2} relief sufficient for stream drainage and geomorphological
mapping.
Three known porphyry copper prospects (Mt. Fubiian, Tifalmin and
Frieda River) are in the test area (Plate 1). Two of these deposits,
Mt. Fubilan and Frieda River, are associated with small {2 to 6 kilometer
diameters) circular features that can be detected on ERTS nr SLAR imagery.
The SLAR survey of the Mt. Fubiian area shows twelve small circtflar
features {Plate 3}, Eight of these features are recognized as igneous
intrusions and the others, including Mt. Fubilan, are probably associated
with igneous intrusions. Unfortunately, ERTS imagery has extensive cloud
cover in the i^it. Fubilan area which precludes recognition of these features.
lde believe that cloud free ERTS imagery of the area would show these
features and permit interpretation of the area as favorable far mineral
occurrences.
Four small (4 to 5 !<ilometer diameters} circular features are recog-
nized on ERTS imagery in the area of the Frieda River ciepasit (Plate 2}.
This area was recognized to be favorable for porphyry copper occurrences
by the interpreter before he was aware of the existence of the prospect.
lrte conclude that studies of ERTS imagery along the junction between
the India^Austra1ia and Pacific plates will permit delineation of favorable
areas fnr prospecting and that small circular features are a key factor fnr
recognizing these areas.
die recommend that cloud-free coverage of the plate junction be acquired
!^ 14
ifrom E^75-B. 1'he imagery should be presented at scales of 1:500,000 and
1:250,000 for detailed stream drainage and circular features mapping. Color
composite enlargements, utilizing varied bands and filters, e,g.,bands 5
and 7, should be analyzed to determine if vegetation anomalies like the
one at Oic Tedi (Bamford, 1972) are present in other areas. If the visual
analysis is encouraging, computer-graphic presentations of magnetic tape
pixel data ratioing of channels, e.g.,bands 5 and 7, should be evaluated
for recognition of anomalies that are not visually apparent.
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This report discusses work accomplished by Kennecott Exploration, hxc. under
its ERTS-1 project entitled, "Recognition of the Geologic Framework of Porphyry
Gapper Deposits on ERTS-1 Imagery" PR 510 Contract NASA-21769. Research
oxz the Ray test site, one of six test sites investigated under this contract,
examines the usefulness of imagery to mineral exploration geologists, and
analyzes eight interpretations with a set of 45 key structural fe. tares in the
Ray vast area. A detailed structural map of the test area corn.piled Pram.
published geologic inforrra.ation, extensive interpretation of AMS high altitude
black and white photography, and extensive field checking is presented as a
base with which to compare interpretations of satellite imagery in this ox•
other ERTS reports on Arizona. This report also compares the interpretation
of linears an the imagery with linears interpreted from aeromagnetic data.
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RECOGNITION OF THE GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK OF
PORPHYRY COPPER DEPOSITS ON ERTS-1 IMAGERY
RAY TEST SITE, ARIZONA
SUMiti _..RY AND CONCLUSIONS
BulZc-pxocessed ERTS imagery covering the Ray Test Site, Arizona Fig. l)
was studied by several investigators and a residual aeromagnetic contour
snap interpreted to determine whether geological ox geophysical features,
particularly those related to porphyry copper deposits, are recognizable on
the imagery. Exploration and research geologists with varying degrees of
familiarity with the area and with the use of photo interpretive techniques,
produced eight interpretations of the inner Test Site. The features recognized
in these interpretations are tabulated and compared to known key geologic
features, The stranger aeromagnetic linear features were interpreted from
the residual axaagnetic zx^.ap and compared to interpreted geologic features.
Results of ^.x^.terpretive geologic mapping based on ERTS imagery add little
to geologic knowledge of the Ray Test Site. The expectation that previously
undetected, large scale structures with subtle surface expression could
be identified on the imagery has not been realized, The dimensions of most
individual structural features which collectively form a structural setting or
picture generally are tae small to be consister..tly recognizable at the scale
of ERTS imagery. However, these features generally are readily idez:.tifiable
on cox^.ventional, high altitude aerial photography which i^^ a.vailable over the
entire region, or on, underflight U2 imagery.
Based on this study, it is concluded that the interpretation of bulk--processed
satellite imagery is not useful. in dixectly detecting mineral deposits. It
may aid in the extrapolation of large lin.sar features, some of which m.ay be
useful in predicting target areas for more detailed prospecting,
Inability to distinguish age ox relationship of lineaments to mineral deposits
in the imagery strongly limits the usef^.zlrsess of satellite izn.agery in ore
deposit recognition. or even target-area gex^.eration.
INTRODUCTION
Bulk-processed ERTS imagery covering the Ray Test Site, Arizona (Fig. I} 	 8was studied by several investigators and a residual aeroxx^agxietic contour 	 8
map interpreted to determine, whether geologic an,d geophysical features,
particularly those related to porphyry copper deposits, are recognizable on
the imagery. The Ray Test Site savers about l4, 000 square miles in south--
eastern Arizona and within its boundaries are I1 major porphyry copper
deposits, The terrain within and adjacent to the test site is geologically one of
the most studied and carefully mapped on earth, The porphyry copper deposits
` '	 in Arizona are closely related to quartz xnonzoi^i.te intrusions which were
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emplaced at a high level in the earth = s crust during the Laramide age 55 to
b5 mi.11iozz years ago axed subsequently have been covered by several, ages
of postrrzinexal rocks, i',liany investigators feel that the location of Laramide
intrusions in general anel. specifically the porphyry-capper bearing intrusions
have been in part controlled by major crustal structures and to a lesser
degree by stra^.graphy. The satellite imagery would be useful in mineral
exploration in this area if it could detect the porphyry copper phenoxnen3
directly or xf it could recognize unique porphyry-related geologic characteristics
in the immediate area {l00 square miles) surrounding porphyry capper centers.
Therefore, it is desirable to recognize through analysis of the imagery;
--	 Laramide intrusions as app^aed to intrusions of other ages.
-. Dike swarms which m.ay be lateral indicat,^rs of buried Laramide
intros?.ons.
-	 Alteration zones related to n^.ix^ing districts.
-	 Deep crustal structures controlling mineral-related intrusions.
-- Favorable pre-Laramide host rocks.
Early in the investigation, it was observed that little hope existed for recognizing
alteration zones ar iz^.trusions related to the porphyry copper districts through
unaided visual e.;^arrzinatiozz of bulk-processed imagery. Therefore, this
study concentrated on the structural framework of the Ray test area and the
ability of the imagery to elicit knowledge about that structured
The structure of the Ray test area has been studied by numerous investigators
using many different methods. Figure: 2 is a compilation of all mapped and
verified structures in the test site. The map was compiled from published
and private geologic zxzap cc,llections augmented with extensive photointer--
pretatiox^. during the last fire years of ANS high altitude photography (scale
1 ;b2, 50aJ. The photointerpre^.ation and the compilation were extensively field
checked over a period of two years. tiYhere the age of the structures can, be
documented, displaceznezat has occurr^:d principally in Precambrian, early
Tertiary and late Tertiary time. zlllazxy faults have displacements during
more '1?.an one age, The age determination cannot be made without inspection
on tl^,^ ground, thus neither the AMS photography no g: the satellite imagery can
determine the all-izrportant age of structures identified through photo-
intexpx^etatio.o... This is a major shortcoming of photainterpretation in. general.
The infrared valor photography collected froze the U-2 underflight was interpreted
as an intermediate step Ln correlating ground data to satellite imagery data.
An example of that ^.nterpretation is shown in a separate report (Barrett, 1970.
Although the infrared photography did not markedly aid the interpretation of
the satellite imagery, it did prove to be very useful in its owe right. The
users assessment of this photography is that it is vastly superior to AMS
^..Z-
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black and white photography in several, respects:
- Lithologic discrimination
	
--	 Clarity
	
--	 Syn.opt=.c viewpoint
This infrared pho^-ography will be a definite aid in reconnaissance-scale geol-
ogic work associated with mineral exploration,
GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF IMAGERY
Methods
Iza order to evaluate the reliability of geologic interpretations Exam ERTS
imagery, aground troth map of key structures and intrusions in and around the
Ray Test Site was prepared (Fig. 3). The map presents ^5 named features
derived fraxn published maps or literature (see references) and Kenx^ecottis
structural studzes of the Southwest U. S. (Fig, }.
Review of xhe several types and scales of available ERTS irx^,agery indicated
the enlarged color composite prints offered the greatest potential far recog-
nition of geologic features related to, or indicative of, porphyry copper
rn.ineralization. These features include: I} major fract^^re zones, 2} Laramide
intrusive bodies, including dike swarms, and 3) possible "darect" indicators
such as exposed capping and vein systerxas. Seven of the interpretati^ans in this
report are from a color composite print of image IIO2-17274 enlarged to
approximately 1;215, 500. All mapped features were observed with unaided
vision on the enlarged image print and subsequently transferred by tracing
to transparent mylar bases. These interpretations are included in this report
at a reduced scale of l;l, 000, 000 (Fig s,5-IZ). An eighth interpretation of
this area (Fig. 4) was derived from. a mosaic of bands 6 and 7 imagery acid from
two color composite prints (Haenggi and Erskine, 1974),
Independent interpretations of the same image were made b.r geologists with
a wide raxage of geologic anal photointerpretation experience, inclinations,
and degree of farxailiarity with the Ray Test Sate, Results of the several
interpretations, were scored against the b5 key geological features and the
results were tabulated (Table I}, hopefully reaching sonic degree wf objectivity
in this evaluatioxa of the usefulness of ERTS imagery.
The image used far the interpretations does not exactly coincide with the
designated 'annex detailed Ray Test Site, but covers very nearly the same
size area slightly offset to the east. This image selection permitted the
inclusion a£ the important Morenci district near the eastern edge and the
__
	
	
exclusion o£ several hundred square miles of desert bolson along the western
edge.
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Results of lnter^xetations
The tabulated results of ERTS imagery over the P.ay Test Site are given in
Tables 1 and 2. The tables indicate the number of geologic fe y ..axes of a
certain type Hated by each investigator in a "naive" interpretation; the features
axe grouped as older and younger faults, volcanic features, large crystalline
intrusions, veins and dike :>warms, and tilted or warped bedding structures.
^. evaluating the tables as they dEal with fault recognition, no attempt was
generally made to distinguish between different types and ages of faults, l:a
neat interpretations, the lines are referred to as ]'linear features, ' T probably
faults ar fractures, and where they generally coincided with a known key fault,
the interpreter was accorded recognition of the fault.
.t^i^cussion
Faults, The faults used for control (Fig. 3) are classed as older or younger
in age. The older faults bear close, but riot perfect, structural relationship
to porphyry capper ore.-farming events, whereas the younger faults generally
displace the ore deposits ar bear no structural relationship to there. at all. As
stated before, the ixnportan.t older versus younger distinction cannot be made
through imagery interpretation. Faults which were noted as linear features by
each investigator are tabulated in Table 2.
Older faults and fracture zones of regional proportion that are strongly expressed
topographically generally are discernible on ERTS irn.agery. Several fau^R s
chosen as key structures whose traces are accentuated by deeply incised
rectilinear canyons or bold, persistent scarps were noted by practically all
of the investigators. Examples of these are the Kennedy, Mogul, Stockton Pass,
Happy Valley, and Galiura faults. Others which were consistently noted axe
generally well exposed, major faults with walls of strangly contrasting rack
types like the Goodwin Canyon and Rorn.exo Wash faults.
About half of the older faults chosen as key structures were generally riot
detected by the invest7gators. Surprisingly, a few of these like the Price, Miami,
San Francisco, Pontotoc, and Apache faults show strong, recurrent late Tertiary--
Quaternary movement and presumably would be conspicuous o^ p, all types of
photography and imagery. Several older fault zanes whose traces are generally
transverse to topographic trends also went undetected. Examples of these
include the Ray, Seven Mile Mts., Coronado, and Ghampion fault zones.
One gravel covered fault, the Antelope Tank, whose existence has been established
by indirect structural relationships and geophysics is Hat visible on ERTS imagery.
Key faults which are part of the Tertiary Basin--and--Range structural frame-
work were noted by less than. ox^.e-third of the investigators, Presumably,
the main reason for this is the nature of the faults themselves; their normally
sinuous strikes and relatively flat dips result in curving and irregular surface
traces which are not generally apparent on the imagery. Two Basin--and-»Range
fau3.ts, the Natanes Rixn and Paleczt, were mapped by mare than three-quarters
^ ^ ..4^
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of the investigators; both of these faults are expressed by bold scarps more
than 500 feet in height and several miles in length.
Few, if any, of the faults indicated or_ the several interpretations hear close
resemblance in detail to their counterparts as they are nnapped on the ground
or on conventional air photos. Three examples are shown. in Fig. 12; these
may be corrxpared to their appearance on the interpretations which are credited
izz Table 2 with their recognition.
Intrusions. lntrusians . including the large, crystalline stocks of post--
Cretaceous age, major dike swarnxs, and zzxiddle Tertiary and younger intrusive
volcanic features, went almost unrecognized on ERTS imagery, About half
noted the Teresa-Goodwin Canyon stocks but none of the interpretations
approached the correct outline of the stocks. A few investigators suspected
an intrusion in the vicinity of the Texas Canyon stock but here also, the con-
figuration and location of the stock is in error. All are credited with recognition
of the intrusions in the tabulation, however.
One of the aspects mast difficult to explain concerning the ERTS interpretations
is the essentially complete lack of recognitian of major dike swarms. Most
of the 12 key dike swarms which range in age from Precambrain to middle
Tertiary are several miles in length and are composed of dozens of individual
dikes which range up to 10 0 feet and mare in width.
Middle Tertiary and younger volcanic intrusive features were rarely zxoted
by the investigators. Five noted the approximate location of the Peridot vent
but probably were alerted to its existence by the conspicuous lava flaw e}rtending
x^,ortheasterly from the vent. Some of the investigators mapped as an intrusive,
the elliptical apron of dark detritus being derived frozz^ the Picacha dikes which
intrude stratified volcanic formations.
Circular Features. Circular features abound on ERTS imagery anal the number
which can be mapped is limited only by the inclination of the observer. Most
of these features appear to be drainage patterns or alluvial fans radiating from
an approxiz'nately equidizr^ensional outcrop blocks surrounded by gravel.
Calderas which by their nature are difficult to define and reap, even, on the
ground, are scarce in the Ray Test Site. Only one, at Government Mountain,
has been reliably r^ocumented. An accurate linear feature near the calderats
north rim was Hated in Figure 4 as one of same 2Z similar features mapped
within the test area.
Qther Features, Known areas of exposed stockwark sulfide rrsizaeralization
ware carefully studied an the iriagexy. No such capping areas cc-ald be recog-
nized. Of several vein sysi erns within the test site, two of the most strongly
developed, Mizzeral Mountain an,d Globe, are included axxkong the key features
• '	 on Figure 3, N^.zther of these vein systems or airy others were recognized by
arty investigator,
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Large znonoclines and syzxclines, of which £our are included as key structures,
were not cozzsistently recognized; four investigators recagzzized one of three
zxonoclines and two investigators noted the one syncline. The recognized
features, the Mescal znon,ocline and Deer Greek syncline, axe each more than
10 miles long and g miles wide.
AEROMAGNETIC ^INEARS
Background and Interpretation
The purpose of this part of the research is to test the hypothesis that the
linears seen on the satellite imagery are related more to deep crustal geologic
boundaries than to the surface geology.
Aez• omagnetic lizxear features are inter preted from a residual map prepared
from the Aeromagnetic Map of Arizona !Snuck, et al, 19b9) for caznparison
to mapped geology and. geology i:rzterpreted from ERTS imagery izt the Ray
Test Site area. The contour map (Fig. 13) was constructed froze north--
trending aeromagnetic profiles 3 miles apart flown at a constant barometric
elevation of 9, 000 feet MSL.
Magnetic an.amalies shown in Figure 13 are fairly coherent, low--frequency
i'eat^.res, indicating that izzterference froze topography is low,
The lines shown on Figure 13 mark the interpreted boundaries of causative
magnetic bodies. Specifically the lines is alate a magnetic anomaly of
significant coherence and amplitude or define the edges of the source causing
the magnetic anomaly. Therefore, these linears reflect actual contacts
between rock types of different z-zzagnetizatians, i. e. , a geologic trazl.sition
of some ldxid. Ixx order to reduce subjectivity to a xnizziznum, magnetic linears
have not been traced across areas where no direct evidence for a zna^*zetizs.tion
contrast exists. The actual locations of the magnetic source contacts which
give rise to the z^nagnetic linears may be in error by a zzaile ox more in places
owing to interpretatiozzal uncertainty and a flight line sF^acing of 3 zria3,es.
Stippled patterns on Figure l4 as e interpreted as regional geologic boundaries
which are distinct froze the solid line linears that are continuous aver a lung
distance, e. g. , the edge of a zriagnetic high o£ regional dimensions, represented
by a continuous, law frequency gradient.
1^7i cr17 cGi nr
Mazy of the rw±^,g^aetic linears identified have no ready explanation in the surface
geology ar the 5atelli^:e imagery, at least oz3 this regional scale. However,
certain correlations betweezz z^.agnetic linears and geology are zzr'mediately
apparent, and are worthy of brief coznznent. The following nuxxabered features
may be identified on Figure l4 by corresponding location numbers:
i
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Mogul Fault. A strong northwest--trending zone of linears {Location I } follows
the Mogul fault in the southwest-central part of the map, and extends the trace
of this major fault zone northwest and southeast of ifs mapped exposure near
the town of Oracle. The Mogul favl.t zone can be traced over a distance of at
least 70 miles using the magnetic data, but anZy 9 miles using published
geologic maps,	 ^
Most of the imagery interpretations record the Mogul fault and a few also
identify linear segments on the northwest magnetic projection of the trace.
However, none of the investigators observed a major geologic boundary in
the vicinity of this major magnetic feature.
Nantanes-Santa Teresa Trend. A north-south structural zone (Location 2}
characterized by a series of aligned magnetic highs, trends southward off the
Natanes Plateau through the Santa Teresa Mountains before disappearing as
a discrete magnetic feature near the south end of the Galiuro Mountains. Mag-
netic gradients to the east and west define the edges of this l5 -mile -wide
feature.
The Santa Teresa stork is a large, north- south elongated intrusion of Laramide
age that relates closely to the west border of this magnetic feature. If the
magnetic linear represents a fundamental structure (a zone of weakness) in
the Precambrian basement, then the Santa Teresa stock may have been
ezx3.placed along that structure. In the Aravaipa mining district to the west,
rx^ineralized north-south fractures of rn.id--Tertiary(? }age indicate that fault•!ng
associated with this structure rna.y have been active in more recent geologic
time.
This broad magnetic feature is not represented on any of the ERTS interpretations.
Globe-Miami Zone. The strong east-west set of linears {Location 3} that pass
immediately x^.orth n£ the Globe-Miami area define the south edge of a regional
magnetic high. At its west end, this feature correlates closely with the
Precambrian. schist f granite contact. The magnetic signature of Phis £eature is
apparently displaced along the north--south Nantanes-Santa Teresa structural
zone described above.
Although this magnetic feature passes Through an important porphyry copper
n^.ining district, it is not reflected in the imagery interpretations.
Summary
Seventeen percent of The key linear elements shown on Figure 3 correlate
with linear elements shown oza the aeromagnetic interpretation map, Figure l4.
An average of l4 %n o£ the ix^.agnefic linears correlate with linears on the six,
snore complete, satellite imagery interpretations. More careful interpretation
of a more detailed aeromagxzetic map could, na doubt, produce a more
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accurate rrsagnetic linear map than Figure I4. Furthex, ERTS interpretations
based on higher grade imagery and scenes front different seasons could
probably produce a higher duality interpretation. Howevex, separation of
observation, from extrapolation would be extremely %mportant oxs the new
generation of n^.aps. An improved combination imagery--aeromagnetic linear
rrsap would be helpful in:
-- Unravelling the tectonic framework of Arizona, or
--	 Prediction, of the offset of xni.neral belts, ar
-	 Eliciting understanding of suspected deep crustal corstrol oars
mineral belts, or
-	 Prediction of potential geothermal centers.
However, in each of these potential uses, lineament maps derived frorrs ERTS
and magnetic data would have to be used in cozzjunction with a more expensive
data base compiled from ground data such as:
I) Minerogenetic arsaps which graphically display the distribution
and type of mineral deposits generated during geologic history.
2) Lithologic maps showing the age and type of sedirx^.entary arsd
a.gneous rocks found at the surface as well as in drill holes
'beneath the abundant postmineral racks in Arizona.
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PREFACE
This report discusses work accomplished by Kennecott Exploration,
Inc, under its ERTS-1 project entitled, "Recognition of the Geologic
Fxarnework of Porphyry Copper Deposits on ERTS-1 Imagery, "
PR-510, Contract NASA-21769. Research on the Ok Tedi Test Site,
one of the six test sites investigated undex this contract, examines
the Usefulness of irriagery to rninexal exp^.oration geologists, axed
analyzes the tectazxic framework in which the vexy young Ok Teda
deposit is found. Two other reports an this test site are:
Bamford, Robert W. , 1974, Band Reflectance Ratio Maps
Fron, ERTS--1 Data Ovex Two Copper Prospects in New
Guinea - - Appendix lX
Prindle, R. O. , Lyon, R, J. P. , Haenggi, ^V. T. , and
Erskine, M. C. , 1974, Tectonic Interpretation of ERTS-1
Tinagexy of the Ok Tedi, Papua New Guznea Test Site --
Appendix VI
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INTERPRETATION AND EVALUATION OF ERTS IMAGERY
FROM THE OK TEDI AREA, CENTRAL NEW GUINEA
SUMMARY
Naive interpretation of bulk processed ERTS imagery for the Ok Tedi area
permitted. accurate definition of three contrasting geotectanic terranes and
the mapping o£ many major folds, faults, -and volcanic features therein.
Meaningful ratings of the different terranes for porphyry mineralization
potential were established based on their structural complexity and/or
evidence for igneous {volcanic) activity, Specific guides to individual centers
of porphyry mineralization, e. g, , the Mount Fubilan {Ok Tedi) and Freida
prospects, however, were not established.
Use o£ limited ground-acquired geologic inforzxzation with the ERTS imagery
permits resolution of imagery mapping for terranes of moderate structural
complexity. This mapping could be of significant utility to future porphyry
search in New Guinea and possibly other areas. In the broadly folded,
limestone--rich terrane containing the Mount Fubilan porphyry p::ospect, for
example, small (^.-5 km diameter) intrusions whiclx include alp known centers
of mineralization, can be recognized as circular topographic highs which,
within tl-iir•ker limestone sections, may be surrounded by a yet larger {5-15
krr^ diameter) circular ar semicircular depression.
An additional attempt to establish a specific guide to porphyry mineralization
is to be made using computer techniques to investigate possible changes in
tl,e spectral properties of vegetatiox^ due to the presence of anomalous metal
contents in soils over deposits.
I;.^TRODUCTION
The purpose of work on ERTS imagery from the Ok Tedi area in central New
Guinea was to determine if geologic or other information derived from ERTS
imagery pro p• ides useful guides to porphyry capper mineralization„ ThR area
contains one proxx^.inent porphyry deposit, Mount Fubilan, and several
prospects.
Work reported here includes a naive geologic interpretation and an evaluation
of this interpretation based on comparison with known geology. Types of
bulk processed imagery used izacluded l:l, 000, 000_scale, 11t,:.:-7, black-and-
white prints and standard, 1:1, 000, 000-scale, MSS, color-composite trans-
parerf.c;,es. Principal scenes worked with were E-1027-00081 and -00084,
and E-1028-00134 and -00140, In addition, a mosaic of 1^ scenes at
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1:1, 000, 000 scale, which centered on the Ok Tedi area and covered the width
of the island between 140° and 144°30^ east longitude, was used to extend
some of the interpretation. Interpretive maps were constructed on trans-
parent film overlays to the imagery. The interpreter is an exploration
research geologist with six years experience in mineral exploration, one and
one-half of which were spent in the Ok Tedi area. Background in imagery
interpretation includES academic and general work experience with con-
ventional aerial photographs and SLAB. imagery.
In line with the nature of the Ok Tedi study area, discueaic,l, emphasizes the
potential value of satellite-acquired imagery to exploration for porphyry
xxzineralization in remote tropical are,^.s characterized by poet access and
very limited availability of geologic and cartographic information.
r^AIVE INTERPRETATION
Results obtained in the naive imagery interpretation (i. e. , interpretation
without reference to previous work) fall into three principal categories:
(I) definition of contrasting geologic terranes or tectonic zones (based on
differences iri structural and/or lithologic character shown by differences
in relief, landforms, and/or drainage texture); (2) designation of specific
geologic features with unambiguously recognizable geomorphic character
(e. g. , volcanic features, anticlines and synclines, and major linear "fault
zones"}; and (3) delineation of a variety of tonal ,.^_nd geometric patterns of
unknown character.
Three principal geologic terranes or tectonic zones were distinguished. The
southernmost terrane (area 1, Fig. 1 overlay) occupies the southern two-
thirds of New Guinea within the area covered by the 1:1, 000, 000 scale
imagery mosaic and, as is the case for all three terranes defined in this
tivork, probably extends to the west-•northwest and east-southeast sigzzi.£icantly
beyond the limits of the study area. It is characterized by extren:^.ely low
relief, low elevations, broadly meandering strsams, and a low drainage
density, These characteristics suggest terrane: l has experienced compara-
tive tectonic stability for a significant period of geologic time, probably tens
of million of years.
Th4 second terrane distinguished (area 2, Fig. 1 overlay} lies immediately
to th;.- north of terrane 1 and is a narrow (b0 -70 kzn in width}, west-
northwest-trending zone characterized by moderate to high relief, broad,
open folds and prominent linear structures with xxzostly west-northwest
trends, and a low to moderate drainage density, It is a li,^ear fold belt with
relatively siz^nple structural character and probably is mostly underlain by
layereu rocks. Volcanic effusive centers occur in. the eastern part of the
^^^ 2
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p	 belt and provide evidence of recent, local(? ), igneous activity which appears
to be mostly confined to the belt. If the igneous activity were characteristic,
terrane 2 :night be assigned a high potential for porphyry mineralization
since such deposits are widely considered to be related in origin to sub-
volcanic stocks, Because Borne of the volcanic features occur near the
-	 boundaries of terrane 2, however, and in part disrupt and conceal the
characteristics by which the different terranes are distinguished, their
designation as unique features of terrane 2 remains somewhat tenuous.
The third and most northerly terrane (area 3, Fig. 1 overlay} is charac-
terized by significant "textural" heterogeniety an the imagery, and might
alternately have been separated into two ar more distinct geological or
tectonic units. Treated as a unit, terrane 3 is distinguishable from. terrane
2 by its characteristic heterogeniety and by a nnuch higher, drainage density,
bath of which irn.ply greater structural complexity. Relief is quite similar
to that of terrane 2 througho^it, except for the presence of prominent alluvial
fls.ts clang major drainages. West- to west--narthtivest-trending structural
linears (probably fault zones) are. prominently developed near, and closely
parallel, the boundary with terrane 2. The presence of igneous rock can be
inferred for this terrane because of its complexity, but cannot be directly
identified on the imagery.
EVALUATION OF NAIVE IMAGERY MA.P
Evaluation of the naive .imagery rr^ap has been based primarily on coxnparisan
with the 1:1, 000, 000-scale geologic map of Papua New Guinea (Australia
Bureau of Mineral Resources, 1972}. Other maps used in the evaluation
were the 1:5, 000, 000-scale Tectonic Map of Australia and Ntiw Guinea
(Geological Society of Australia, 1971) and the 1:250, 000-scale geologic map
from Barr, et al. (1961, Geological Results of the Star Mountain_ Expedition;
Nova Guinea, Geology, v. ^4, p. 39-99). The latter facilitated initial evalu-
ation of the extreme northwestern part of the naive imagery map, where the
imagery coverage extends into West Irian.
Comparison of the naive imagery-derived map with known geology indicates:
r 1. Terrane 1 (Fig. 1 overlay) corresponds to within -^ 5 km along its
zxorthern boundary to uniform, relatively flat-lying Quaternary terrestrial
clastic sediments. These make up the uppermost units in a thick (up to 5, 000
n.eters} sequence of mostly conformable, Mesozoic to Holocene shelf sedi--
xxiet^^:ary rocks (platform. cover) on pre-Mesozoic basemealt, which comprise
part of an epicontinental extension of the Australian cratan (e, g. , see
Tectonic Map of Australia and New Guinea).
^ ^ .. 3
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The general character of terrane I, then, is reasonably defined in the naive
interpretation (page 11), and, on the basis of such interpretation, a very low
potential .for porphyry copper mineralization could be assigned to this
terrane. In the absence of regional geologic information, such wank done
prior to initiating a ground search for porphyry mineralization in the region
might effect a significa.^t savings in tixrxe and effort.
2. Terrine 2 (Fig. 1 overlay} corresponds, within -^ 5 km along its
southern boundary and generally to within less than ^ 10 km along its
northern boundary, to a fold belt containing mostly Tertiary and Mesozoic
marine and Tertiary terrestrial clastic sedimentary rocks. Suxface ex-
posures are doxriinated by a thick (approximately I, 000 meters) Middle
Tertiary limestone unit. The law drainage density characteristic of this
tErranP results from the predozxzinance of internal drainage i.n the limestone.
Reference to the Tectonic Map of Australia and Ne«r Guinea shows this area
corresponds closely to a zone o£ locally intense Miocene to Quaternary
deformation in platform cover ar miogeasynclinal sediments and basement
rocks along the Miocene(? } cratonic margin. .M^re than. l6 small hypabyssal
or subvolcanic stocks of Plio-Pleistocene age occur unir^uely in this terrane
in the western half of the study area while several (more than 6} Quaternary
volcanic effusive centers occur within or near the eastern half. lSecau.se the
terrane appears to be more deeply eroded toward the west, it is possible that
the stacks in the west and effusives in the east are of related origin, The
Mount Fubilan porphyry copper deposit of Plio-Pleistocene age occurs within
one of the above-mentioned stocks.
Terrine 2, then, which is shown to be permissive for porphyry and other
types of major hypogene copper deposits, can be readily distinguished from
adjacent terrines and assigned at least a fair porphyry potential. based
specifically on naive mapping using ERTS imagery, Tt is doubtful, however,
that the true (high) potential for mineralization of this terrane could have
been. convincingly established on the basis of imagery interpretation alone.
Utilization of ground--acquired geologic infarrn.ataon in coxsjunetion with the
imagery to establish the geomorphic characteristic of specific geologic units
of iax^portance to exploration (e, g. , the li.naestones and intrusions), however,
would permit resolution of imagery mapping within this terrane to a degree
that such rxzapping could be of significant utility to future porphyry seax-ch in
New Guinea (see nos. 4, 5, and &below), Imagery mapping thus may be use-
ful in extrapolation of prospective areas after a mineral potential has begin
identified on the ground.
3. Terrine 3 (Fig, 1 overlay) corresponds, within ^- IO kin along its
southernc boundary, to an igneous metamorphic terrane which is possibly
largely oceanic ixa character (i. e. , may represent an oceanic eugeosynclinal
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	 or paleo^island arc environment). The southerly part of terrane 3 is over-
lain mainly by Mesozoic marine clastic sedimentary anal volcanic rocks,
mostly metamorphosed, and Tertiary volcanic xocks. Numerous ultra--
mafic bodies and several Late-Middle Tertiary talc-al'_^aline intrusions
occur in these rocks. The area is structurally complex. Major structures
1	 are west-northwest-trending transcurrent faults. A significa:^^t porphyry
^	 copper prospect, the Freida, occurs closely associated with one of the
talc--alkaline intrusions near one of the transcurrent faults.
As with terrane 2, then, naive imagery mapping of terrane 3 defined a
broad area which, if only because of its obvious geologic complexity, could
be initially defined as possibly permissive for porphyry mineralization.
Subsequent reference to geologic: data from even. limited surface reconnais-
sance would establish the presez..ce of Cale--alkaline intrusive and extrusive
rocks (e, g, , by observation in stream float} and should forth- r increase
interest in the area. The complexity of the area, however, would make it
difficult to significantly improve the resolution of the naive izx,agery mapping
in this terrane by using ground-acquired geologic information to establish
geomorphic or tonal recognition criteria for, e.g. , intrusions. Follow-up
detailed imagery mapping, therefore, would probably be of limited utility
preliminary to exploration in such terrane compared, for example, to its
utility in terrane 2.
4. Criteria for recognition of intrusions can be established with a
reasonable degree of confidence for terrane 2, but remain very tenuous for
terrane 3, in terrane 2, srrzaller (2^5 icrn diameter} intrusions emplaced in
flat-lying clastic sedimentary and thinner limestone units often form circular
features which are com^m.only topographic highs, e, g. , feature A (Fig, 1
overlay}. In terrane dominated by thick lazr:Gscone units these appear as
subdued topographic highs within a pronounced and abrupt topographic
depression (sink hole? ), e.g. , feature B (Fig. 1 overlay}. Unfortunately,
most of th e small intrusions known within terrane 2 (Fig. 1) are partly to
crmpletel^r obscured by cloud cover in the imagery. Many of these,
however, do exhibit the above-described geomorphic character in 1:5D, 000-
scale SL^.R imagery of the Mount Fubilan area. Applying these criteria for
intrusion rer rgnition to the ERTS imagery, additional (unmapped or sub-
surface) intrusions can be tentatively h}'pothesized at locatioxas C, D, E, F,
and G {Fig. 1 overlay).
5. Major folds and a fair number of prominent higlr^angle faults were
accurately mapped in the naive interpretation (cf. Fig. 1 and Fig. 1 overlay}.
Noteable exceptions were an inability to :nap much of the prominent Lagaip
and Freida fault zones (Fig. 1), although a number of paralleling structural
linears were defined. xn addition, a variety of structural linears not
'^ - 5
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corresponding to established structural i,rends (e, g., northeast-trending
linears in the east part of terrane 3, Fig. 1 overlay} were identified an the
imagery as probable significant structures.
h. Drain; ge maps and alluvium maps which would be of considerable
value to a first-pass reconnaissance program. in New Guinea-type terrane
can be derived frame ERTS imagery. Drainage maps of adequate detail
(scale up to appro^cimately 1:50, 000) and location accuracy ; 1 to 2 kin} for
use in ahelicopter-supported stream sedirrient sazr_pling program can be
produced. Areas with bedrock at the surface can be distinguished from
areas wider than 2 km containing recent sediments to aid the planning and
interpretation of reconnaissance work.
PROBLEMS
Errors in :ncations of latitude and longitude ticks on irs^.agery of up try 9 km.
(9 mm on l:l, 000, 400 scene} are. noted (e. g. , see longitude ticks on E-102$-
00134 and -00140}, These show up as offs,^ts in coordinate grids established
far adjacent lines of imagery.
Repetitive coverage of the Ok Tedi test area was very limited, and, as a
result, the amount and type of information which could be evaluated in this
work was significantly less than i.t might have been. Cloud saver obscures
the immediate Mount Fubilar_ (Olc Tedi) p^z • l,hyry deposit area in all avail-
able scenes.
Contrast and tonal quality vary significantly far different spectral-band
images for a given scene and rxaake evaluation of differences in spectral
response of various features extrerxiely difficult. Part of this problerx^
could have been solved by compensating for differences in initial exposure
during image processing. Under existing circumstances, however, evalu-
ation of spectral signatures would probably best be carried out by computer
manipulation of ERTS data (see below).
ADDITIONAL WORK
ERTS imagery data in computer--compatible tape format for the Ok Tedi
area have been requested from. NASA to facilitate investigation of possible
changes in the spectral properties of vegetation due to the presence of metals
in soils over known mineral depasit^. The computer processing of the ERTS
data will utilize established programs designed to yield comparable re-
flectance ratios at any specified location for each of the four MSS spectral
bands. Time requirement for completion of this work will be about one
month after we receive the tape.
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PREFACE
This report discusses wank accomplished by Kennecott Exploration,
Inc, under its ERTS-• I project entitled, "Recognition of the Geologic
Framework of Porphyry Copper Deposits on ERTS-1 Imagerya"
PR-510, Contract NASA--2l7b g . Research on the C^k Tedi Test Site,
one of the six test sites investigated v.nder this contract, examines
^	 the usefulness of imagery to anineral exploration geologists, and
analyzes band reflectance ratio measurements over two copper prospects
in. Phis test site. Two other reports on this test site are:
Bazr^ford, Robert W. , 197, Interpretation and Evaluation
of ERTS Imagery Frorn the Ok Tedi Area, Central New
Guinea -- Appendix VIII
Prindle, R. O. , Lyon, R„ J, P, , Haenggi, W. T, , and
Erskine, M. C. , 197, Tectonic Interpretation of ERTS-1
Imagery of the Ok Tedi, Papua New Guinea Test Site W-
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BAND REFLECTANCE RATIO MAPS FROM ERTS-1 DATA
OVER TWO COPPER PROSPECTS IN NEW GUINEA
ST3MMARY
ERTS-1 com.puter--compatible MSS raw data were used to generate
approxirzZately 1:20, 000-scale shadeprints, band ratio prints, and cluster
analyses for two prospect areas containing porphyry-type copper zxu.nerali--
zation in western Papua New Guinea tropical rain forest terrain. The
purpose of this work was to see if theoretically feasible vegetation re-
flectance anomalies might be detected. Such anomalies would be related
to plant stress caused by excessive base-metal contents in soils over
mineralization.
No correlations between reflectance anomalies and known mineralized
areas were detected in this work. However, atxnaspheric corrections and,
hence, reflectance calculations have not been zr^ade. Such refined daL-a
might revEaal coherent reflectance anorrtalies not resolved in the raw data.
INTRODUCTION
Modifications of reflectance spectra of vegetation due to anarr^.alous base-
xnetal contents of the soils (or other media} which provide plant nutrients
have been documented in a variety of studies (Can_ney, 1970; Howard, et
al. , 1971; Press, et al. , 19"72; and Yost, 1971}. The most common
changes docurnentecl are an increase in reflectance at about 550 iiin,
which is a yellowing or forzra. of chlorasis, andfor a decrease (or less
coxxxxnonly an increase} in reflectance in the near infrared which is
generally attributed to structural changes in leaf znesophyll. If such
changes were of sufficient magnitude and were manifest over sufficiently
large areas, it is possible that ti^?y could be detected by satellite-borne,
multi spectral scanners such as th^,ase carried by ERTS-1.
The purpose of the experiment described in this report was to test the
l,ossibilities (a) that base metal - induced vegetation reflectance anomalies
exist over porphyry prospects in western Papua New Guinea tropical rain
forest and (b} that these anomalies can he defined using ERTS - 1 caxnputer-
compatible MSS data. Computer mani;^ulation of the MSS data was
considered essential in the experixnerit in order to maximize resolution
and reproducibility of the data and to permit use of channel xatioing and
clustering techniques to aid definition of anomalies.
a^-1
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METIiOD
ERTS-1 zxiultxspectral scanner (MSS) data in computer-compatible tape
{CCT) format were acquired. fox scene E-1028-00134 wl^LCh covers an
area in Papua New Guinea containing a number of porphyry prospects.
Only two of these, however, Kennecott's Tifal..*ni.n prospect and
Carpenteria Exploration^s^Freida prospect, were sufficiently free of cloud
cover during data acquisition to provide adequate data far remote sensing
investigations. Work to date has Wean. confined to the Tifalmin prospect,
since basic ground-acquired geological an:l geochemical data, though
limited, are available for that sire only,
Data znanipulatians were carried out using an interactive computer (PDP-
10) at Stanford University i.n cooperation with P^.,I. P. Lyon and Fe R.
Hotaey of the Stanford Remote Sensing Laboratories. The prograzxi used,
designated RIPPER {Honey, 1974; and Honey, et al. , 1974), perrni.ts data
frorx^ the CCT to be read, shadeprinted, ratioed, and clustered.
Specific output generated in the current study was MSS 4, 5, 6, and 7
shadeprints; MSS 4 /?, 4 /5, ? /5 reflectance ratio prints {with zninianum
values of ratios subtracted and step intervals selected to maximize print
contrast in areas of interest}; and cluster analysis prints {:A,i,SS 4, 5, 6,
and 7 data clustered using a -^14 %a gate width}. A complete set of these
data were derived fox each of two centers of copper mineralization, the
Olgal-Funk and Unfin areas of the Tifalmin pxnspect. A single line print
page {approxixnatel^r 1:20, 000 scale and covering an area about 3e 8 by 5.4
km} provided adequate coverage of each zxxineralized area and adjacent
surroundings to facilitate definition of reflectance anomalies {if any} within
that area (see figures). All shadeprints and ratio prints in this study were
color coded to aid interpretation using brown to yellow colors of graduated
density. Dark colors were used for delineation of low reflectance or ratio
values with ':,,g^^ter colors being used for delineation of higher valuesa
Cluster ^..:,alyses were coded using progressively darker colors to define
progr^^ .^sively smaller (more anomalous) areas.
figures 1 and 2 are examples of part of data generated for the Olgal-
Futik and Unfin mineralized areas, respectively. Figures 1-A and 1-B
are uncolored MSS 7 shadeprints fox these areas showing the locations
of the mineralized intrusions and principal drainages. Copper geo-
chemistry over the mineralized intrusions commonly averages 1, 000 to
2, 000 ppm in creek outcrop, rock chip samples, and about 500 ppm in
ridgetop soil and rock samples which are frequently oxidized and leached.
SystearJ.atic geochenzical grid sampling, however, has not been completed
for these areas.
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The MSS raw data shadepxints, band ratio prints, and cluster analyses
for the Olgal-Funk and Unfin areas do not appear to provide evidence of
correlation between reflectance anomalies and knawr^ ax^.ineralized areas.
Explanations far the lack o£ detection of reflectance anomalies include
fife possibilities that {a} ref lec:tance r^;^difications may have taken place
as suggested by previous work (see introduction} but axe of insufficient
magnitude to be resolved in ERTS-1 MSS data and {b} vegetation as-
sexnblage over the rr^.neralized area may have adapted to the base meta.l-
anomalous soils by survival of tolerant species only and thus may not be
significantly more stressed than surrounding vegetatia^. Work to test
these tentata.ve explanatiaa^.s is desirable but is not practical at pres^:nt due
to the remoteness of the test locality. It should also Ue noted that atmos-
pheric corrections have not yet been made, hence reflectance calculations
have not been atterr^pted. Such refire. __^ rota could possibly reveal reflec-
tance anomalies not resolved by the raw data. Lack of information on
areas of blackbody or other calibrated reflectances precluded deter. mi--
nation of an atrr^ospheric correction facto r.
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Figure l: Examples of computer-generated, hand-colored prints of ERTS-I
MSS data for the O^gal-F'utik area, Tifalmin prospect, Po N. G. (approxi-
mate scale of =.ma_ges 1:76, OOU or 1 cm = 0^ 76 krx^). Various prints are:
(1-A) Uncolored MSS shadep_int showing approximate location of miner-
alized intrusions (cross-hatch) and principal drainages, (1-B) MSS 7 shade-
print, (1-C) MSS 4/MSS ^ ratio print, (1-D) MSS 4/MSS 5 ratio print, (1-E)
MSS 7/MSS 5 ratio print, and (1-F) cluster analysis far all MSS bands. All
prints in this figure cover the same geographic area.
.. g	
.^
.	 2-A MSS-7 2-B MSS-7 2-C MSS 4/7
.•.
-D .yISS 4/5 2-E MSS 715 2-F Cluster analysis
Figure 2: Examples of :.omputer-generated, hand-colored prints of ERTS
MSS data for the L'nfin area, Tifalmin prospect, P. No Go (approximate
scale of images 1:76, 000 or 1 cm = 0. 76 km). Various prints are: (2-A)
Uncolorec Tv1SS 7 shadeprint showing approximate location of mineralized
intrusior..s (cross-hatch) and principal drainages, (2-B) NiSS 7 shadeprint,
(2-C) M53 4/MSS 7 ratio print, (2-D) MSS 4/MSS 5 ratio print, (2-E) MSS
7/MSS 5 ratio print, and (2-F) cluster analysis for all MSS ??andso All
prints in this figure cover the same geographic area.
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PREFACE
This report discusses work ac.^oxnplished by Kennecatt Exploration,
Inc, under its ERTS-^. pra^ect entitled, "Recogniti.on of the Geologic
Framework of Porphyry Copper Deposits on ERTS-I Imagery, "
PR-5I0, Contract NASA-21769. Research on the Ray Test Site, one
o£ six test sites investigated under this contract examizkes the usefulness
of imagery to nli.neral exploration geologists and is reported more
fully irs the following appendices:
Appendix I -- Haenggi., W• T. , and Erslane, M, C. , 197,
Tectonic znterpretati.on of ERTS-I Tanagery of the Ray,
Arizona Test Site
Appendix VII -- Allax^, J. W. , Andrews, R. K. , Ross, H. P. ,
and Wilson, 3. C. , 197, Recognition of the Geologic Frame--
worlt of Porphyry Copper Deposits on ERTS-1 Imagery, Ray
Test Site, Arizona
This report describes haw the underflight infrared photography may
be v--,ed in reconnaissance in a specific area of this porphyry copper
pr Quint e.
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INTERPRETATION OF ONE FRAME OF U-2 INFRARED IMAGERY
iN GILA COUNTY, ARIZONA
SUIViMARY
U-2 underflight infrared ^l^.otography was used as an aid in interpreting
ERTS-1 imagery and ws.;. zound to be highly useful in its own right in
reconnaissance exploration. A geologic intezpretation from one ir.ge
is compared to previous mapping and the appearance of formational rock 	 ^
units is described.
iNTRODUC TION
As a preliminary part of the ERZ'S-1 program, several flight lznes of
color infrared imagery of the sfudy areas in Arizona and Nevada were
provided to Kennecott Exploration for geological evaluaEioxx.. This
imagery was taken •7une 27, 1 ;^72 from a U-2 aircraft flying at an altitude
of 65, 000 feet. Positive transparencies tivith a 9 by 9 -inch image area
at a scale of 3.:125, OOI^ were produced, Table ^. shows sensc•r data for
the U-2 infrared imagery and comparative data for 35-min panchroxx^.atic
(Kodachroxne} imagery taken rreviousiy for use in. reconnaissance
xn.apping .
Table 1
IMAGERY DATA
U-2 Infrared s'anchrornatic
Imagery Imagery	 ^
Ii^iage area g x 9 inches 35 x 24 min
Image scale 1:125, 000 1:62, 500
Sensor RC- l0 metric carn.era Leica camera
Lens focal length b inches 24 mzn
f Stop 8 Not recorded
Shutter speed l /500 sec. Not recorded
Filters Kodak WratEen 1V=o. 12 None	 a
Film Aerochrorr:e infrared 'L443 Kodachrome	 '.
Spectral band 500 --9C^0 rm 310-650 nm
T1ze purpose of this report is twofold:	 (a) to clarify features of infrared	 ^
imagery that might be c^nfu.sing to the viewer, and (b) to eznphaszze the
value of the irr^agery as an exploration tool, especially in searching for
covered porphyxy copper deposits.
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ZNTER^RETATIO^i OF THE U-2 COLOR INFRARED IIv1AGERY
Probably the greatest difficulty with i.xa,terpreting geology from the
infrared imagery is the psychologi.ca3. effect that the coloration has on
the photo interpreter. The appearance of the imagery is sufficiently
different from what the eye is accustozxied to that a mental adjustment
is necessary ;^efor-:^ an interpretation can ^bc made. To assist the
interpreter in making this adjustment, photo 1994 was compared with
Kodachronne imagery of the same area to perrxa.it the identification an,d
description of features peculiar to the infrared irrxagery. Photo 1994	 ^
was selected mainly because it covei • a an area contaixiing mast rock
types and formational units cozx^.xnon to southeast Arizona, The area
also contains the Saddle Mountain rz^.ining district and the Banner rniz^,ing
district which includes porphyry copper deposits at Chilito and Christzxka.s^
Figure 1 is an index reap of Arizona. Figure 2 is a geologic xnap of the
area by ^4illdexx (19b4). Figure 3 is a positive black-arid--white contact
print of photo 1998.
Many rock uta.its have much the same color on the infrared imagery as on
the panchromatic. The relative reflectivity of liaxtestones, tuffs, and.
acidic intrusive and extrusive rocks seems to remain constant through
the •risible and near-infrared part of the spectrum. Consequently, these
rocks appear nearly white on both types of izn.agery.
Red, which is produced by the reflection of infrared light, is not an
obvious additive color associated with any of the rock units on the infrared
in^.agery. This indicates teat the reflectivity of infrared light relative to
the reflectivity of the visible part of the spectrum is quite law. Quartzites,
which appear brown on the infrared. imagery, seem to have stronger infra-
red reflectivities than other rock types. Table 7, corripares colors of
various rock units as they appear on both types of irzzagery,
Rocks commonly show greater color continuity on the infrared imagery 	 '
than on the panchromatic. Dolor variations attributed to staining and
weathering are generally not detected by the infrared film; consequently,	 ^
rock units can usually be identified and traced more readily. For example,
a thin tuff that has been stained by a nearby weatY,.ering basalt flow z^.ght
be indistinguishable on the panchromatic imagery but contrasts sharply
with the basalt on the infrared. Similarly, a white limestone that weathers
red might be interpreted as two units on panchromatic irxxagery, expecially
if weathered outcrops are separate from unweathered ones, On the infra-
red inrtagery, however, limestones, bath weathered and fresh, usually
appear near-white.
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Table 2
^^	 COMMON GOLOI^t. OF LITHO LOGIC UNITS
ON PANCHRQMATIC AND INFRARED IMAGERY
Rock Type or Color
Unit ar_d A e Panchromatic Ima er Infrared Ima er
Unconsolidated brownish-gray (varies variable (talon
Sediments (Q) somewhat with coin- indicates tom -
^pasition) pasition}
Rhyolite (T) light orange to light white
pinkish-brawn
Ash Flaw Tuff (T} white (except where stained} white	 '
Andesite {Tk) green to reddish-puxpie yellowish-green to
green
Basalt (Tk) reddish purple to dark brawn dark green to black	 ..
'	 Diorite and Quartz tan to light orange near-white
Diorite {Tk}
Pinka.rd Formation red-brown to light brown light orange
{Cretaceous sedi- -j
xnents)	 {K}
',
'	 r
Norco Limestone {D) light bluish--gray
^
white
Escabxosa Lime- light ble.iish-gray white	 `i
stone {M}
Martan Lirz^estanP {D} light brownish-gray white	 j
Abrigo Limestone {C} light reddish-brourza, 9white
Balsa Quartzite (C} dark red-orange golden brawn to	 ^
brown
Diabase (pC} dark gray-gxeen to dark dark green
xed-brown 3
Dripping Spring light orange golden brown to
Quartzite (pC) brown
Pioneer Far- dark purplish-brown golden brown to	 1
mation {pC} brown	 ^
Oracle Granite (pC) tan to light orange light yellowish-
brown	 .
^' Pinal Schist (pG) greenish-gray to brown dark gray-green,
1.
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The most obvious peculiarity of infrared imagery is the appearance of
vegetation. Since mast plants strongly reflect infrared light, they
appear red to magenta oxi the infrared iaxzagery. Hence the color addition
to rock units caused, by a cover of vegetation produces an appearance quite
different from. what the eye normally sees. l:n areas with a moderate to
dense cover, the color addition is usually so strong that color differ-
entiation of rack units is virtually impossible.
Regional Photo eologic Interpretation
The ^(]'-2 infrared in^.agery provides an excellent means far rapidly
interpreting axad compiling the regional geology of an area. The 1;125, 000
scale is idQal and radial distortion is rr^inirnal. A photogealogic interpre-
tation can be traced with only ani.nor n^.odification onto an ANfS topographic
base that has been enlarged to 1:125, 000 scale.
Figure 4 illustrates sor:ie of the geologic data that can be traced from
th.e U-z imagery. It is considerably more detailed than a geologic map
produced by surface methods alone (compare with Fig. 2j. By having
prior geologic knowledge of an area and by consulting available geologic
maps, interpretations can be completed in a very short time. Dikes,
points, and areas containing pervasive sulfide mineralization are
especially suited for xz^.apping front the in^.agery. Li^nonites, which hay.a
high infrared reflectivities, give a yellow to yellow-orange tint to rocks
containing oxidized sulfides. Regional attitudes of stratified units can be
determined quite accurately. Dips can either be estimated frost. the
imagery or obtained from previous geologic rrzaps.
Application to Exploration for Covered Porphyry Copper Depasif;s
Regional. photogeologic interpretation with emphasis on gostrni^a.eral (post-
Laramide mineralization) geology as particularly useful ix^ the evaluation
of areas far passible covered porphyry copper deposits. A particularly
useful approach is to empha Size specific geologic features on the photo - 	 ,>
graphs by use of color overlays. Such features as Lara^nide intrta.sions,
postmineral cover, and ^:rsi.neralization caaa. be  individual..y traced from. the
photographs to produce overlays. Any one ox a combination of these over-
lays can then be viewed with the imagery in stereo to emphasize the three-
dim.ensional distribution of that feature(s). This can greatly assist the
interpreter ixa projecting mineralized zones, favorable host rocks,
structures, dike swarms, and other features into covered areas and izx
many cases determine where cover might be relatively thin,
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